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Abst ract

This thesis discusses tho:development and applicauon Il l' 1\\"\1 pTm.:il'.11 l1ll1h'Il.h

o f regional flood frequency estimation for the riven in ,\ cd \ pn-vincc, Intl,l/II" IJ.

Th e tint method is based on index-flood approaches and the S\.'\:llfl tlml'!lul!J i.. II",

regression of flood quantiles on basin characteristics approach .

For the index-flood approaches, Ihe annual maximum Iloods ; It I,.-;,..:h ..uc II"I..'T,'

standardized by the mean ann ual tlood of the sue. Five different im.k", -llnl.w.1 melh' N. l..

were used 10derive the ~-e: ional frequency curve. These arc pat rymplc' s :11Cllull.l, NI :1H'

method, the probahility weig hted moments method, the station yC;\r me thud ,!l1l1 the r,

moment method.

For the multiple regression app roach , the logarithm of each selected {!u:llltih.'of

the annual maximum floods at each site o f the nine river basins was regressed tin ih

co rresponding catchment variables. The least squares method was USl,.'<!ttl develop l h~'

multiple regre ssion equations . The derived regression ~"Iu..lt i(Jns were corrected lilr hias

caused by the logari thmic trans forma tion.

The flood estimates obtained using the IWOregional methods were L'UlIl p,ar~'<! til

at-site estimates and to those obtai ned from a previous study by the rnsuunc uf

Hydrology (lGH ), w allingford (1983) for basins in Jawa and Sumat ra. The e!>lirnillt:s

obta ined by the various methods were also compared to each o ther for hasins :1' ;11 were

not used in the study to show the variability of the results.

From a co mparison o f the two regio nal methods. the lindings showed that ,III

index flood approaches provided greater consistency and simila rity in the estimatinn III

flood quantile magnitudes. The Lmomem method seemed to give the best co mpromise

estimates, while the regression approach gave lower estimates for most suulons and

estimates were sometimes inconsistent. The esti mates based on the IOH study gave

es timates well above these obtained in this studv especially for higher return period

floods.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1. Genera l Description

The special district of Aceh is a province of Indo nesia and one of the eight

provinces IIll Sumatra, as shown in Figure 1.1. In 1983. the Directorate of Planning and

Progra mming, a branch of the Directorate Gene ral of Water Reso urces Development,

established the Aceh Design Unu (ADD) with technical assistance from the British

Govcrumcm (Binnie and Partners, Consultants). The prime task of the ADU was to

compileall inventory of water resources and to produce a water resources development

plan. The plan. presented both for short and long term developme nt, was followed by

implementationand covered nolonly irrigation. but alsoaquaculture, swampreclamation

and dra inage. ri....er improve ment and 1100dcontrol, munic ipal and industrial water usc,

and hydro-e lectric/m ulti- purpose projects . Under this plan 15 Water Resources

Development Areas (WRDA's) were set up, each of wh ich consists of one or mo re

adjacent river basins. as shown in Figure 1.2,



In ee interest of pro tecting mesedevelopment areas from 1l00d dan1Jt~·. h nltlf

the majo r rivers in Aceh wit h flood problems bavethei r (1\\:n special pmj~'\1 , These arc

the Aceh River Urgent Flood Control Project. and the Arasundo-lam bu A)-c• Ir ril; ;tli\ ltl

and Flood Control Project . both started in 1981. F1u•.1dingis alsc a p w h1cm f\' r 1 Ilt'~t

of the other rivers in Acch . The River whose contour lieswit hin the ~5 I\\cm: altitude

andareasaround the river mouth fo r example, arcof signiflcancc in terms {If tll lUti risk

and erosion because mese a re dense ly popu lat~ areas.

Figure 1, 1 Locati on of Acch Province, Indo nesia .



fhc i\D U wa s required 10 estimate flood flows in each of the Vv"RDA"s. To

omam these estimates, the AD U used a flood design manual for Java and Sumatra

/puhli'ihcd in 1983 by the Institute of Hydrology (I0 H) Wallingford. UK: and the

In '>1 ilulc llf Hydraulic Engineeri ng IDPMA). lndonesia) . tn generat . this manual provides

c~till\all.~ of mean an nual 1100d (MAf) based on different types of da ta and an average

Ilood frequcncj grow th curve based on the Gumbel distribution. The floodestimation

procedure is simple to apply; the MAF is estimated. and the resu lt is then multiplied by

a growth factor related to the required return period . The resul ting value: is the flood

quantitc magnitude.

The manual however. used the Gumbel distributio n for all river basins within

Iawa and Sumat ra. and includes only live sites within Aceh Province . Of those. only

one watershed had a record length of live or more years. These five sites were Aceh

River at Kampung Darang, Peu sangan River at Beukah, Jambu Aye River at Rampah and

at Lhok Nibong. and Susoh River at Kola Tinggi. Theil record lengths were four. three.

four . eight . and three years du ration respecuvely.

Since tRepubli cation of the above mentioned manual. the data base of flood flows

has increased. AI present the number of watersheds with five or more years of recorded

flow has increased from o ne to nine. ln addition to the stream flow data . more

info rmation on land use, topograp hy . and other physiogra phic characteristics o f the

watersheds has been assembled.
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Figure 1.2 Aceh province principal rivers and W RDA's



Engineers prepari ng designs for the WROl\ ' s recognize the limitations of the

flood design manual , and are interested in a more accurate flood estimation procedure

c\pcc ially for ungauged twins. They are often required to estimate the magnitude and

fn.'q ucocy of flocxl eve nts from rela tively short reco rds ofte n conta ining non

representative data. Also, there are occasionally no available record s. The atturacy of

the es timation procedure is impo rtant because it affects both costs and safety standards

of the engineering designs.

An alternative method o f estimat ing floods at an ungauged site or a site with a

very short record is to use observed data at sites within a homogeneous hydrologic

region. This method of analysis is called regional flood frequency analysis .

1.2. Objective or the Thesis

The objective of this research is to use flood now da ta from the nine

representativebasins within the 15 WRDA' s, as well as physiograph ic and cl imatic data ,

In develop a method of regional flood frequency analysis for the pro vince.

Two principal regional anal ysis methods o f flood frequency are considered in this

thesis :

Index flood methods: these methods provide a regio nal flood frequency

curve or tabte which is USUally normalized by the MAF. Five estimation

approaches wert used: Dalrym ple 's method, Na tural Environment Research

Council (NE RC. 197 5) method. the Probability w eighted Mome nts (PWMs)

method. the station year approach, and the L cmoments method.



2) Multiple regional regression: this method is based on at-site flood qU ;Ull l !c :\

(each QT) and/or the MAF at each gauged stream as urcdependent variable.

and catchment characteristics upstream of each corresponding I:auged stream

as the independent variables.

These two regional approaches of Ilu .d frequency along with at-site 1l11llll

frequency analysis and the previous study (I0 H, 1983) are compared.

1.3 Thesis Outline

This chapter provides an introduction to the flooding problem for the Acch

province rivers. A description of the study area is given in the next c hapter, Chaptcr

3 summarizes the curren t body of literature relevant to regional !lood Freq uency

development for the present study. The preliminary procedures for a t-sill.'and regional

floodfrequency analyses are discussed in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 contains thedevelopment

and application of the regional estimat ion techniques. Conclusions and recommendations

are presented in Chapter 6 . Appendices are provided immediately after the References.



Chapter 2

Description of the Study Area

2.1. Ge neral Descr iption

T he basin area considered in this study is loce«..'d in Aceh Provin ce, Indo nesia,

Th e regio n lies at the northern end o f Sumatra . The climate is tropical. The to tal land

a rea of 55,852 krn! includes Weh Island in the North . and S imeulue Island and the

Bnnyak groupor islands on the SOUlh west coast. The region is mountainous. particularly

the Barisan mountain range. Thehighest peak is about 3000 m to 3400 m above mean

sea leve l. Bycon trast, the elevatio ns of the rivers at the gauged locations lie within a

range c f 5 m ID 430 m above mean sea level. The area and population distribution ,

l.J<lscd on 1980 data (Binnic and Partners, 1988), is shown in Tab le 2. 1. The location of

the basins within the WRDA is shown in Figure 1.2. On average, thepopu lation density

of the region is about 48.3 people per square kilometre, and population growth rate is

about 1.8% perannum.



Table 1. 1 Area and po pula tion orWRDAs in Acch Proviuc c

WRDA Ar'" Rural Urba n Tol.al IJl.lpula tioll Ikns ity
(km1) popu lation populat ion popula tion \~rSlln/k l1l.')

1 :!.574 161.183 141.818 .' 04 .00 1 12.l.\l

2 2.208 70.713 70.71.\ .12.0

3 3,321 49.169 49.169 14.S

4 2,447 41.235 4l.2 35 1(1.9

5 3,846 103.718 14,847 118.565 .'11.1\

6 4,025 40,934 40.934 Hl..'!

7 2, 145 152,796 4 ,341 157, 137 7.U

8 4,060 61,695 61.695 1 ~ . 2

9 7,557 187, 111 4..134 191,445 2 ~ ..\

10 2.781 361,755 5,950 367.705 lJ2.2

11 5,465 549,842 42,358 592.200 lORA

12 5.150 132,7 18 132.718 25.H

13 2,664 138.02 1 138,02 1 5l.H

I' 5,630 226,621 19 .351 245.972 ·0 .7

15 1,979 39,2 16 39.216 19.11

Total 55,852 2,316,7 17 233 ,999 2.550 ,726

Land usein Aceh Province can begrouped into six main classes: villages (1.5%1.

rice fields (4,5%), estate crops (4,7% ), mixed garden crops (2.5%), forc.~t(7R .1 %J. and

open area such as bush. lakes. swampsand waste land (8,7 %). Presently. indications

are that the level of emp loyment in agricul ture will rema in fairly sta ble, bu t may he

somewhat offset by an annual decrease in numbers, as peop le become inte rested in

oc cupations othe r than farming, Since the p ublication of the original provincial plan, the



local gove rnment has viewed the development plan in terms of an industrial zone . detin ed

as the more populous district along the north and east coasts. and an agricul tural zone,

including the remaining areas in the middle, western and southern reg ions of the

province.

2.2 Location and Drainage Basins Used

The drainage basins used in the analysis lie within the WRDAplan. It should be

norco that each WRDA consists of one or more river basins. The inclusio n of a given

basin within the WRDA was based 00 the availability of flood flow infor mation and other

physiographic characteristics. Nine river basins which have 5 or more year s flood now

data arc:

Aceh River at Kampung Darang (KD),

Lambeusoi River at Sango (SO),

Seunegan River at Ujung S lang (UB),

Kluct River at Guoung Pudung (GP),

Lawe Alas River at Sukarimbun (SR),

Bam River at Klibeut (KL).

Pcusangan River at Beukah (BK),

Jambu Aye River at Lhok Nibo ng (LN), and

Tamiang River at Kuala Simpang (KS) .

The locations of the drainage bas ins and the streamflow gauges used are sho wn

ir- Figu re 2.1 . and the basin characte ris tics and lengths of record are shown in Table 2.2.
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Figure 2. J Lccauo ns of bas ins and nreamnowgauges used
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Table 2.2 The dr ai nage bas ins characteristic s and rec orded flow duratio n

WRDA River basin in WRDA I Area Mean Main Sit e Rec or ded
strea m channel elevation tlood

Station location (km1) length slo pe ( m) (year )
(km) (m/ m)

I Aceh at Kp.Da ran g 1078.0 66.04 0.0 175 22 II

2 Lambeusoi at San go 580,4 33.20 0.06 14 12 12

3 Teunom at T. Kare ung 2236.0 112.00 0.0 154 25 2

4 Woyla at Mangi Tukut 2327.0 105.00 0.015 0 21 4

5 Scuneg an at U. Slang 352.0 50.80 0.0 375 93 7

6 T ripa at Gunung Kong 2707.0 157.00 0.01l2 26 3

7 Susoh er Kuta tin ggi 193.8 24.00 0.0406 48 4

8 Kluct at G. Pudung 460.0 100.80 0.014 6 22 6

9 L. Ala s al Suka rimbun 1384.0 96.52 0.0 160 430 8

10 Bare a t Kibeut 270.0 35.60 0.02 76 19 II

II Pcusangan at Beu kah 22 14.0 137.80 0.01 69 15 13

12 Jambu aye at L. Nibong 4420,0 231.20 0.00 84 5 16

IJ Peurelak at G.Jane ng 1050.0 91.50 0.0 107 25 0

14 Ta miang at K. Si mpang 4598.0 177.80 0.014 0 17 7

2.3 Sourcesor Data

Data concerning the flood flow, topographic, demo graphic and phys iogra phic

characte ris tics we re provided by the follow ing sources:

a) Flood flow data were co llected from the Aceh-we rerReso urce s Development

Services (Ace h· WRDS). in Banda Aceh. Recent data we re provided by the

Insti tute of Hydraulic Engineering in Bandung.

b) The topographic maps wer e obtained {rom the A ceh· WRDS in Banda Aceh .

II



Daraon demographicand physiographiccharacteristics(e.g.• population, land

use, forest, basin slope, soil and isohyctal rainfallmapsj wereprovided hy the

AcehRegional Planning Board in Banda Acch. The data were takendircccly

from the maps,and were compared withcorresponding inform;u iml av.nlablc

from the IOH( 1983) or ADU reports.

c) Some climate information was provided by the Institute o( MCh..'tJrlllngy ;nul

Geophysics in Jakarta.

2.4 Regional Hydrology and Climate

Aceh Provinceis situatedin the tropical zone. Characteristicsof Ihis reginn arc

significantly influenced by tropical hydrology and climate. Rain fall c.I i sl r i hu' i (~n in this

region is cont rolled by three main factors: the IOOl\500n systems uf South-East Asia ;11111

Australia, equatorial double rainy seasons, and local topographic influences (Wild aud

Hall , 1982) .

The east and west monsoons arc characterized by distinc t seasonal ehallge.~ in

wind direction. The west monsoon approaches during November, as the hounrlary

between the declining and the progressing air masses moves slowly bUI lrconststcmty

southwards. By December, the .....est monsoon is normally established and remains

dominant through January and February. Moisture drawn up over the South China Sea

produces heavy ra infall over Peninsular Malaysia but only moderate rainfall over Acch

Province. March to May is an inter-monsoon transition period. This is followed by tile

east monsoon which lasts from June to August. It ca rriesdry air produced during the

12



winter In high-pressure zones over Australia. So me moisturepic ked up from the Indian

Ocean (ails mainly on the sou th-west slopes of the Barisan mountain range and the .....«/

~"tJa~tal plain. A second trans ition period follows unnl the wesc mo nsoon is reestablished

by December .

The equa torial double rainy seasons ar e caused by regio ns of above average

temperature which is followed by a shan lag due to the annual variation of the sun's

decline. In this region, the su n reaches its zenith in approaimately late March and mid

Septem ber. Two rainfall patterns exist with the hea viest period from Octobe r to

Novcrnncr, The period from March to May is also wet , The dries t period occurs in

February (espec ially on the east coast) and in June and Jul y thro ughout the province .

The local topography clearly influences the rainfall distribution. Th is is because

of me interaction of the predo minant monsoon and the Barisan mo untain range. Annual

rain fall decreasestowa rds the north coast, reducing in someareas to as little as 1200

nun . By co mparison. the west coast is considerab ly wetter, with typical ly 3500mm of

rainfallannually. rising to 4500mmand 5000 rnmin the nearby mountains (Binnie and

Partne rs 1988) .

Mean monthly temperature at Banda Aceh for example. varies by only 7.3 41

du ring the year . hav ing a maximum of 27"' '' C in June ::md a minimum o f 25... " C in

Dece mber. Mean an nual temperature varies with elevation, decreas ing from about 26~

C at sea level by roughly 0 .52 " C pet 100 metre rise in elevation (Binnie and Part ners.

! IJSH).

Mean annual relative humidity falls typical ly in the range of 80% to 90%, The re
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is no evidence of any correlation between relative humidity andelevation front wa k w l.

The variation of the monthly means is nearly 5% and diurnal range is from hl.l% III

100%.

Sunshine duration is highly variable beth spillially and seasonally. AltilUtk Is

expected 10 influence sunshine duration markedly, with regitlns of persistent d llutll'uwr

occurring in foothills of the west coast and in the valley sides in the central inter

mountain basins. Sunshine duration is traditionally measured from 0800 hour 1\1 1N.)t)

hour local time, Mean annual sunshine duration is about 44% of maximum lklssih l ~ ,

while mean monthly sunshine varies by up to about 15% fromthe mean annual value .

Wind velocities are generally light through the ye ar with little seasonal variation.

In Banda Aceh, wind speed at 2 m aboveground varies from5.0 to 6.6 kmrhnur. MC;\Il

annual wind speedover the whole province varies from 1.8 to 5.6 km/hollr.

Potential evapotranspiration for the province is approximalely the !o;llllC ;IS. in

Nonh Sumatra (as indicated by Wild and Hall, 1982). Potential evapotran!ipir.tliI11l fm

a shan green crop (an index albedo 25) varies from ar'klnJ 1250 mmlyc.ar 1111 Ihe ..:a.\I

coastal plain 10 around 1430 mrnlyear on the WI.'S1 coastal plain. Annual puIcntial

evapotranspiration reduces by roughly 100 mm for tach 500 m rise in ctcvutioe.

2.5 Physiography and Topography

Aceh province is mountainous, particularly in ibc Barisan mountain rall!:C, in

which the highest peak is about 3000 to 3400 m. The region consists of upper

Palaeozoic and Mesozoic sedimentary rocks with granitic intrusions minnie anu t'an ncrs.
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l 'J ij ~) . There arc three volcanoes which have shown signs of recent activity. These

volcanoes lie on a fault ....nich is particularly visible in the Aceh River valley, in the

upper catchments of Tcunom and Meurebc Rivers, and in the valley of Lawe Alas

around Kutacane.

Coastal plains arc ~enerally wider locally at Ihe mouths of rivers. but are narrow

1< 4 km, toward the nonh and east coasts. Tidal swamps occur at the mouths of the

principal rivers on the cast coast. On the west coast. the coastal plain is generally wider

(up 10 20 m}, and shows active aggradation of sediments from coastal and river sources.

Some places on the west coast have no coastal plain.

In terms of river systems, all rivers (except the Lawe Alas River in the central

rift valley) follow a normal course to the sea on either side of the central mountains of

the Harisan Mountain range. Most rivers are characte rized by steep boulder-strewn

upper catchments wifh dense primary forest cover, which flauen into braided channels ,

then meander in their lower reaches as they emerge from thefoothills onto the coastal

plains.
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Chapter 3

Flood Frequency Analysis

Flood frequency analyses have been widely used to obtain estimates of flood

quantile magnitudes, QT. so as 10 provide a reliable decision-making tool for hydraulic

works or floodalleviation programmes. Manyprocedures have been developed for 1l00d

frequency analysis purposes. Using these procedures. the flood quantile al a particular

site in a river can be estimated from data that arc specific to the site and procedure.

The method used for estimating the magnitude of flood qu....ntiles depends on the

availability of data , and on the form of the distribution and the estimation procedure

used. Threemethodsof flood frequency analysis canbe distinguishedaccording to the

amount and type of data used. The first method, based on single station analysis. USes

only at-site data, and is applicable if the gauged catchments have long periods of

recorded streamflow . The second method is based on a combination of at-site data and

neighbouring gauged catchments and can be used in a regional context. The third

method is based on a regression approach; it uses only regional data and can be applied

in a regional context to develop flow characteristics which are transferred from gauged
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catchments to ungauged catchments. The latter two methods are applicable to

hydrologically homogeneous regions. For bolh of these methods, there are typically five

stages involved in ure frequency analysis. These are:

data collection and analysis,

single station analysis,

choice of a regional frequency distribution.

delineation of homogeneous regions. and

estimation of regional flood quantiles.

3.1. Data Collection and Analysis

Estimating the magnitude of floodquantiles is dependent upon the availabili ty of

data . The required data for a region include flood flows and catchment Characteri stics

within the region. The flood data may be evaluated by the type of flood data and the

sample properties. For a given region, the catchment characteristics are mainly divided

into two group! the physiographic characteristics specific to the catchment and the

climatic cbaracreristics over Ihe catchment. Thesecharacteristic s are evaluated for each

catchment.

3.1.1 Types of Flood Data

As summarized by Beable and McKerchar (1982), there are three types of flood

samples: annual series, peaks over threshold series, and historical series. The most

common type is the annual series, which contains the flood peak for each yar of record.
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This type of sampling.provides da ta points from separate flood events. A dii;.ld\';lll l;l~~'

of this type of sample is that it may emphasize! small flood peaks and negjcct larl,wr 1"1"'~.

An alternative type of sample is me partial duration series . which ;lppc;.US III

overcome the disadvantage of the annual series. Th is kind of sample consists of alt tlo...llI

peaks above a chosen base level. Sample points neee 10 bechec ked more OnCR lilr their

serial correlation than an annual series. since large lloods often contain more than one

peak above me base level. According to Chow (1960$ . pp. 8-23), the partial duration

series only has an advantage over the annual series when predictions of flood Ilow nrc

required for return periods of less than 10 years.

Additional historical information on water levels during 1100d events is frc1lucally

available. When Ihis information is reliable. it should be used in combination with Ihc

dau sample taken from the continuous streamflow record. The inclusion of additional

historical information often significantly increases the length of a sample. Therefore il

is more likely that the flood frequency analysis will be improved . The info rmation may

also aid in establishing the upper threshold of the frequency curve.

In this thesis. the primary data samples were annual series. which were the

maximum flood flows for each year of record for each station. It was not necessary tn

construct a partial duration series for this study because the main interest is in floods

with return periods greater than 10 years.

3.1.2 Sample Propert ies

The data sample should have the following properties if the analysis is intended
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for generalization ove r the popu lation distribution (Beable and McKerchar . 1982):

sufficient length, completeness , degree of homogeneity, randomness and reliabi lity, and

representativeness,

Sample Length: Dalrymple (1960) indicated that a flood flow should have a

record that is five or more years long, although it is commonty accepted that quantiles

should not be deterrtc.ed for reco rds shorter than 10 years. According to Beable and

McKerchar (1982), 10 annual flood peakitems may beused , since data samples of about

10 years in length are o ften the only ones available . However IOH (1983), using reliable

data of 4 or more years in length was able to estimate mean annual flood and then to use

that measure to derive flood frequency growth factors for Jawa and Sumatra.

Completeness: The data sample used should be taken from a continuous

streamflow record . Gaps in the daily record are not Importan t, as lo ng as the maximum

flood peak is not missing. However , the time units which include the gaps should

comprise only a small portio n of the total sample length,

Homeneeeuy: Data samples should be considered in terms of their degree of

homogeneity. This means that the data samples have occurred under the same

conditions. Factors affecting the homogeneity of a sample include: human activity , faulty

records, and changes in the gaug ing contro l conditions.

Randomn ess a nd Reliability: When data are assumed to be independent and

random . there should be no seri al correlation betwee n the consecutive flood peakitems ,

Therefore . the samples should also be taken from reliable measuring instruments.

Repr esent ativen ess: Data should also be represe ntative of the population
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dist ributio n of data points. This may be diili cult to determine because the population is

unknown. However . if there is a long-term stream flow record for a simil ar catchment

nearby . the representativeness can be tested statistica lly (McGuinness and Brakcnxick

'964).

3.1.3 Catchment Char acter istics

The catchment characteri stics can be divided into two groups ; those descrihing

the physical catchment, and those depicting the climate over the catch ment. The

physical characteristics include the size and shape of the catchme nt, the stream channel.

and the hydraulic properties of the so il and the vegeta tion. Cli matic info rmation includes

mean annual rainfa ll, and rainfall intensity of one da y rainfall at a g iven return period.

The catchment characteristics which may influenc e the mean annual floods or

floodquantiles for a given return pe riod have been described by NERC ( 197~ ) and llseO

by Beable and Mck erche r (1982) , and IOH (1983). The relevant charac teristics ..rc :

catchment area ,

main channel length,

main channel slope ,

meancatchment elevation,

stream frequency,

percen tage of the catchment that is fores ted,

mean annual rainfall over catchment , and

the rain fall intensity of a given return period ,
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In terms of rainfall intensity, Beable and McKerchar (1982) used the one day

rainfall with a return period of two years, while IOH ( 983) used the mean annual

maximum one day rainfall.

For the purposes of this thesis, the procedure for estimating the physical and

climatic characteristics combined Beable and McKerchar's approach with that 0: IOH,

with certain necessary adjustments. This procedure is summarized and presented in

Chapter 4.

3.2 Single Station Analysis

Single station analysis is required to provide data for developing regional

equations (suitable for ungauged sites) as well as for providing estimates for gauged

rivers. The annual series of flood flows for each station are assumed to represent a

random sample from a population of flood values whose distribution can bedefined by

a probability density function which is dependent on a few paramete•.i . Frequency

distributions having two or three parameters are usually used in the analysis. These

parameters are related to the location (mean), scale (standard deviation) and shape

(skewness coefficient) of the distribution. The methods for estimating the parameters are

further discussed in the next section.

3.2.1 Plotting Position

Frequency analysis requires the identification of the probability or the return

period of each sample point. Various formulae are available for estimating these
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probabilities, called plotting positions because they are used to prepare probability piou .

The WeibuU formula is commonly used because of its simplicity. In a comprehensive

review of plotting positions, however. Cunnane (1978) noted that the Wcibull formula

provides biased plotting positions, which on average lead 10 an over estimation of '1001.1

quantiles for high rerum periods.

Cunnane (1978) also concluded that the selection of a plotting position formula

for a sample depends on the assumed distribution to fit the sample. For example, for

samples fitting the Type I extreme value (EVil distribution, the Gringortcn formula

provides unbiased plotting positions. For unbiased plotting positions where a single

simple formula is required for usc with all distributions, Cunnane's formula provides a

good compromise. This formula is given as:

F _ ( 1 - 2/5 )
J. - ( ..0+1/5 )

(J .1)

where F, is the probability plotting position for the ;'" smallest of n observations .

This plotting position formula is used in the package program, Consolidated

Frequency Analysis version 3 (CFA3, 1991) by the Hydrology Division of the wate r

Resources Branch of Environment Canada.

3.2.2 Estimation of Parameters

Many methods have been developed to obtain an estimate of distribution

parameters, Kite (1988), described four parameter estimation techniques . These may

be listed in ascending order of efficiency as: graphical, Least Squares (LS) , Method Of
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Moments (MOM) and the Method of Maximum Likelihood (MML). The MML is

somewhat more difficult to apply in practice because it oflen requires a computer to

perform iterative calculation.

WMO (1989), listed five methods of parameter estimation. These include MOM,

MML, LS, Probabili ty Weighted Moments (PWM) (Greenwood et.al., 1979) , and

Sextiles (Jenkinson, 1969). WMO concluded that while the MOM is easy to apply, it

is not as efficient as the MML, especially in three parameter distributions . The PWM

method has good statistical propertes for distribution that can be explicitly expressed in

inverse fo rm.

Bebee et.al .• (1993) compared five methods of parameter estimations. These are:

the MML, the MOM, the method of mixed moments or generalized method of moments,

the PWM method. and the Lrn c rnents method. The y concluded thai the MML is

optima lly unbiased and displays minimum variance, but might result in bad estimates in

small samples. The MOM is widely used because of its simplicity. as it is based on the

mean , variance and skewness coefficient. The PWM method, which is based on linear

combinations of order statistics, has gained wide popularity and has been used in many

recent studies. The Lmcmenr method which is a linear combination of PWMs as

suggested by Hosking (1990) provides greater clarity in a statistical interpretation than

the PWMs.

3.3 Choice of a Frequency Distribution

Many theoretical distributions have been developed for frequenc y analysis
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purposes. Kite (1988), described some of the frequency analysis techniques for

estimating floods and drought. Kite suggested some commonly used distributions in

hydrology e.g. , normal, two parameter lognormal (LN2). three parameter 101:00011011

(LN3), Type 1 extreme value (Gumbel). Pearson Type III (P3). log-Peanon Typo:111

(l P3) and Type III extreme value (EV3).

WMO (1989) has suggested fourteen candidate distributions for use with annual

maxima. These include: lognonnal, P3, Gumbel, Type II extreme value, EV3, Gamma,

LP3, General Extreme Value (GEV), Weibull, Wakeby, Boughton, Two Component

Extreme Value (TCEV), Log-logistic (llG) and General Logistic (Gl ). WMO ( 1984,

1989). however , reports that the selection of distributions is often not chosen in any

Objective manner, bUI picking one from distributions that arc widely accepted.

A study by Halctanir (1992), compared various flood frequency distributions in

Anatcl ia, Turkey. Hakt.anir applied the LN2. lN3. smemax, two-step-power. lo g

Boughton. Gumbel. PJ , LPJ, LLG and Wakeby distributions to annual series of flood

flows ( ~ JO observations), of 45 unregulated rivers in AnalOlia. He found that the

LN3, lN2, and Gumbel distributions predicted extreme right-tail events better than the

other distributions.

A recent study by Vogel et.al. (1993), uses L-moment diagrams for evaluating

data at 61 sites across Australia. They showed that the Generalized Pareto (GPA), LP3,

LN3, GEV and Wakeby distributions are all adequate approximar-cns to the distribution

of annual flood Flows in Australia.

The above discussion shows that hydrologists have reached different conclusions
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concerning the best method for parameter estimation and the best probability distrib ution

to represent flood flows. The most frequently used methods for estimating parameters,

however, are the MOM, the MML, and the method of PWMs. The LN2, LN3, GEV,

Gumbel, P3 and LP3 are the distributions which have been most widely used in many

11001.1 frequency studies throughout the world.

For this study, the methods of parameter estimation that were used were the

MOM and the MML for at-site flood frequency analysis. These were chosen because

they are readily a vailable in package programs. Five distributions were tried to model

the annual maximum floods of the nine rivers in the province . These distributions were:

LN2, LN3, Gumbel, GEV and LP3. To assist in the selection of the appropriate

frequency distribu tion, the Lcmomenr diagram developed by Hosking (l 986) that

com pares sample estimates of the Lmo mernratios with their population ratios was also

used for evaluating the suitability of the various alternative distributions for modelling

flood flows in the region.

3.4 Delineation of Homogeneous Regions

tn regional frequency analysis. many studies have been carried out to identify

homogeneous regions. There are three principal methods commonly used to delineate

a study region into homogeneous regions. The first is based on geographical or

adminis tratively defined regions such as provincial , national , rivers, valley,

latitude/long itude boundaries . The second is based on the similarity of physiographic and

climate characte ristics such as geology, land use, drainage characteristics and
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rainfall/runof f similarity. The third is based on flood characteristics such as she

homogeneity test of Dalrymple (1960), similarity of the coefficient of variation (C.) test

within the region (Cunnane, 1987) or a heterogeneity measure based on I.-moments

(Hosking, 1993) . In practice, there may be considerable overlap among methods, and

boundaries may change as more information becomes available.

Aceh Province is a relatively small area in which to try to delineate the river

basins into various homogeneous regions. Geographically, the basins within the province

have similar characteristics and show similar physiographic and climatic features , with

the exception of one of the basins on the west coast of the region which has a relatively

high rainfall magnitude, a small catchment area and a steep channel slope. As well,

identification of the region based on flood statistics may not give a clear answer due to

the lack of long periods of flow records which arc required to perform hOlllogenei ty lesls

of flood statistics. Therefore , for practical reasons, it is assumed that tnc region is

homogeneous in terms of flood and physiographic characteristics, As additional !luod

flow information become availablein future, perhaps this question can he more clearly

answered.

3.5 Estimation of Regional Flood Quantilcs

The regional method of flood quantile estimation uses a combination of at-site

data and data from neighbouring gauged catchments. The concept behind a regiun:IJ

flood frequency analysis is that the regions arc reasonably homogeneous in terms of

climate, topography and physiographic characteristics, and the various catchments di.~p!;I Y
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flood frequency properties . The regional method usually produces a regional flood

frequency curve or table . Tht curve is assumed to be generally applicable 10ca tchments

in the region and may be applied to both gauged and ungauged catchments. Because the

regional frequency curve is based on pooling records from the region, it provides a more

reliable way of estimating fiood quantile than a single frequency curve fined to a

relatively short record at a site.

Many procedure s have been suggested (or estimating regional flood quar uiles.

Two principal methods are the index flood methods and the regression method . Both

methods can be used for estimating floodquantiles at gauged and ungauged sites.

3.5.1 Index Flood Approaches

T he earliest method of regional frequency analysis is the index flood method.

This method is popular in many parts of the world because it is easy to understand and

to apply and has given good results . The regional procedure estimates the distribution

of a dimensionle ss floodvariate Xl' where Xl = Ql I Q. Qis called the index flood

and is usually taken as the mean annual floodat each at-site sample estimate. Assuming

that the resulting variate Xl has the same form of distrib ution at every site, the

paramete rs of the distribution of Xl are obtained fro m the combined regional data sets .

Many pr ocedures have been developed to obtain the parameters of the XT

distribution. Six main regional index flood procedures are discussed in this section: the

original method of Dalrymple (1960), regional dimensionless moments method (Nash and

Shaw, (965 or US WRC, 1976, 1?77, (981), NERC method (1975), ret unal PWMs
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method (Wallis, 1980), station year approach, and Lmomcnts method (Hosking and

Wallis, 1992 and 1993).

The first approach was initiated by the US Geology Survey (Dalrymple. 1960).

The approach is based on a dimensionless regional averaging of equal lcngjh records

from unregulated rivers within a given area which have been previously tested for

homogeneity at the level of a len year return period . The homogeneity test is based on

the assumption that the EV I distribution underlies the llood population. although there

is no assurance that annual se ries of flood flows are EV 1 distributed. A regional Hood

frequency curve is obtained by plotting me median or mean peak now ratios at given

return periods against frequencies on EV I probability paper.

Nash and Shaw (1965) introduced regional averagi ng of dimens ionless moments.

The regional average values of the coefficient of variation and the cocfficicnlof skewness

arc used. They can be used 10 estimate parameters o f any two or three parameter

distribution for Xl = Q I Q. A variation of this approach is (Q estimate the moments

and skewness of the logarithm s of the at-site data and adopt a regional ave rage value of

the skewness or a weighted value of the regional and at -site esti mate of the skewness

(USWRC, 1976, 1977, 1981). The USWRC method ass umes that all flood series in the

region are distributed as an LP3 distribution and quant ile es timation is obtained by

moment estimation in the log-domain. However , there is also no guara ntee that annual

maximum floods are LP3 dis tributed. The use of LP3 is actually based on suggestions

for institutional uniformity recommended by US Federal agencies (Benson, 196Kj.
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The index flood method was also used by NERC (1975) for British and Irish

condition s and later was implemented in New Zealand (Beable and McKerchar , 1982).

T he NERC method modifies Dalrymple 's (1960) method by using regionally averaged

standard ised orde r statistics in a graphical procedure to estimate the XT distribu tion. Thi s

averag ing is intended to reduce the ef fect o f outliers on the regional curve fitting method

due to the possibilitv of sampling variation of each individual streamflow record for a

region.

Wallis ( 1980) suggested an object ive numerical method , based on regional ly

averaged standardised PWMs (Probability Weighted Moments) . This method has been

found \0 be easy to app ly and is efficient for es timating flood quantiles. The PWM

procedures were introd uced by Greenwood et . al. (1979) and further analyzed by

Hosking (1986). PWMs can be usedwith all distribu tions that can bedefined in inverse

form such as the uniform , exponential, EV I, Logistic, Normal, Raleigh, GPA, GEV ,

G L, Lognormal, Gamma, Generalized Lambda and Wakeby distributions (see also

Hosk ing, 1986 and WMO, 1989). Thus . this method rules out data are distributed as

LP3,

Cunnane (1987, 1988) included the station year method in his revie w of statistical

flood quantile analysi s. The method is based on pooling al l standard ised data values

within ~. region and treating them as a single sample from a population for parameter

esti mation purposes. Th is approach is referred to as a reg ional pooling of data. In

con trast. thc other methods involve a regional averag ing of data or statistics of those

da ta .
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Recent research on regional frequency analysis by Hosking and Wallis (I~2.

1993) describes an index flood procedure based on l -moments. The n'k:thod is 1;l;lSl,.'d (\11

the linear combinations of the PWMs bUI possesses greater ctariry for snuistical

interpretation (Hosking. 1986). The regional analysis based on the L - IIl Il Illl.'111 llk."Ihl>l.t

includes identifying unusual sites in a region. assessing a homogeneous region, ;lI\d

assessing a candidate distribution of adequate fit to the data. These analyses C;1Il

efficiently uset.-momenr statisticsof the at-site data (Hosking. !990).

In addition to the index flood approach, other more complicated and less pl.ljlular

approaches include the Two Component Extreme Value (TCEV) and B.1yc.~iall

approaches (Cunnane, 1987).

3.5.2 Logari thmic Regression for Each QTApproach

This approach has been used in many flood frequency studies in United Stales

(Rcskie. 1978. cited by Tasker and Moss, 1979; Tasker, 1987), and h:ls nlsn hce n used

by the Newfoundland w ater Resources Division (Beersing, 1990). This appro.1ch is

based on estimating Qy separately at each site in the region from a given distribution fur

a selection of T values such as 2, 5, 10, 20, 50 and 100 years. The logarithmic

regression retaucn is established bet ween Or for each value of T and th~ catchmcm

characteristics. The flood quantlles at gauged and ungauged catchments can Ihen be

estimated using these regression equations with the relevant catchment characteristics.
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3.6 Study Approach

In this thesis. two principal regional Floodfrequency estimation approaches were

adopted, the index flood approach and the logarithmic regression for eachQr approach.

These two approaches were chosen because they are the most popular procedure used in

1ll,IIly countries, and the short records available did not justify the use of more

complicated techniques . Five index floodprocedures were used in this study, including

Dalrymple (1960), NERC {I 975), PWMs, the station years and thc L-moments, and the

results were compared. In addition 10 the compariso n study, the method of multiple

regression (based on 1e.1St squares parameter estimation) was used 10 derive the

logarithmic regression '--illation Coreach Qr on catchmentcharacteristics. A method for

tnascorrection due 10 logarithmic transformation, developed by Miller, er.al (l984) was

used 10 provide unbiased regression equations.
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Chapter 4

Preliminary At-Site and Regional Analyses

4.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses the preliminary overview of at-site and regional l1tlO\l

frequency analysesfor the Acehprovince rivers. As mentionedin the previouschapter.

a prerequisite of the regional approac h is the identification of regions or data .~C! S thaI

have homogeneous flood frequency behaviour. Acch Province, which is a relativ,:Jy

small area , was assumed \0 be a physically homogeneou s region in terms til' 1l00d now

distribution. As discussed in the previous chapter with regard to regional analysis . the

following steps are required before undertaking the estimat ion of regio nal frequency

distributio n. These are: ( I) screening of the data, (2) providing at-site floodfrequency

magnitudes. (3) selecting a regiona l frequency distributio n, and (4) obta ining catchment

characteristics. The years for which annual maximum strcamnows were used for tht:

9 river basins are listed in Table 4. 1.
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Table ~ . I : Length of rec-ird of annual maximum floods used for frequency analysis

Sire Station name Years

72 73 74 75 76 71 78 79 SO 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 ,.
I Aceh at Kampung Darang (KD) -- -_ ... - - "" - - -- -- -= = - -= - ""
2 Lambeusoi at Sango (SG) ... - == == = = -- - _ ...= ...= == = = =- --
3 Seunegan at Ujung Blang (UB) ..._ . ... . - =- == = = --, Kluel ar Gunung Pudung (GP) == === = = = = = = =

5 Lawe Alas at Sukarimbun (SR) .. "" - - - _ . .. - = = = = = = -

6 Bam at Klibeut (Kl) = = == =- -_ ... . == == = = = = -=-=

7 Peusar-gan at Beukah (OK) _ ... = = == """" -- -- -- - = "" = =- = <= - - --

8 Jambu Aye al look Nibong (LN) = = = = =_ __ _ _ _m = = = = = "" =_ ...... = = = == = = --
9 Tamiang al Kuala Simpang (KS) - - -- - - = = ""= ..... .. .



4.2 Screening of the Flood Flow Data

The first stage of data screening is the inspection of the sample properties Ill' the

data. In this analysis, the records for each of the nine sites were assumed 1\1 h<L\'C

sufficient length, to be homogeneous, and to be random. The next stage is the

identiticat ion of unusual sites in which at-site samples may cxhihit rhffcrcm

characteristics from those found at other sites. The procedure sugges ted by Htl.~ k i ng and

Wallis (1993) which measures the discordancy (D,) of the site was used in this analysis.

The procedure provides an indication of unusual samples in a region as a whole hased

on the sample L-moments at each site. The mathematical defini tions of the Lmomcms

presented below were used in both this screening and also in the method 01" parameter

estimation of the regional index flood by the P"".'Mand t-momenr methods.

4.2.1 PWMs and L-Moments

The L-moments defined by Hosking (1986, 1990) arc linear combinations III" lhe

PWMs (Greenwood et.al. , 1979). The PWMs of a random variable X with CU llIU1011ivc

distribution function F(X) are given as:

(4 .1)

where r =0, 1,2,3, .. The L-moments are linear combinatio ns of the cquauon above

and are defined by Hosking (1986, 1990) as the following quanti ties:
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(4.2)

u.c Lono mcnts ratios arc given by:

( 4 .3)

The Al is it measure of location rthe mean of the distribution), Al is a measure of scale,

AI is a measure of skewness. AJ is a measure of kurtosis and the L-CY (1) is the analogue

of the coeffic ient of variation. 1\ is the L-skewness. and 14 is the t-kurtosis.

In practice, Landwehr ct.al (1979) showed that PWMs from a sample can be

estimated using the unbiased estimator {1,according to the following equatio n, and the

sample is arranged in order of " I ~ x! ~ Xl . .. :os; X••

br =n-1E (j -l) (j - 2 ).,. ( j-r) :lC
j

(4 .4)
J -1 t tl-I ) ( n -:il) • • • (.a -r)

The sample unbiased estimators of the A. are given by:

(4 .5)

The sample valuesof t, of the 1 , and t of 1 are asymptotically unbiased for large n, and
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can be obtained using the following equa tions:

(-l. ti )

From the above equations. the following steps las s Ll~gcstcd by Hosking .uul

Wallis . [993) were used to perfor m the screening of the nine sampling sites in /\\' 1.' 11

Province.

I) For each site . the flood flows were standardized by the mean annual

1100d. Q. These standardized values were used to define the t.-mcmcut

ratios such as L-CV (t). Lskcw oess (I,) and Lkunosis (I ,) using the

equations above.

2) For each site i, u l is a vector of I. II and I~ values. and is calc ulated using

the following equation. The unwcightcd group average Ii is obtained

immediately after the initial definition of II ;:

( '\ .7 )

(4. 8)

3) The sample covariance matrix is defined using the following equation :

»
S " (N _1.) -l I't ( u1-ii) ( u1-ii) Z' (4 .9 )

4) For site i, the measure of discordancy is defined using the equation:
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( 4 . 1 0 )

(5) From the above computation, if the D, value for site i is large , it is an

indication that this site is di scordant from the group as a whole and it may

indicate the presence of error s in the data.

4.2.2 Result'!

From the flood flow data in the Aceh region, the summary sta tistics were

calcula ted , and presented in Table 4,2 , It shows the discordancy measure , Dj which is

an ind icator of unusual 11000 flow at each site in the region. and the various L-moment

ratios.

Choosing a single value of D, that can be used as a criterion for deciding whether

a site is unusual is not easy. Hosking and Wallis (1993) suggested 0, ~ 3 as a criterion

for decla ring a site to be unusual. As well, the data for sites with the largest values

should be re-examined. [t ean be seen fro m Table 4.2 that all 0 i are :s: 3. ind icating that

then: arc no unusual sites identified ,
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Table .l..:!: Summa ry statistics for the Accn province 11\,11,'0.1 t1..1WJ;\ t;\ se ts

Si te River Basin n Mean I I , I, D,

I Krueng Aceh It 286 0.2019 0 . 12~2 0 ..'29 6 IA hl.,lS, Lambeusci " 549 O.2::!89 0.0879 0.t )976 0.9 0 2X

3 Seunegan 7 183 0 .0640 0.05 50 0 .0625 0. 7.1:-:5

4 Klue t 6 460 0 .1772 0. 1.,'::\ 0. 1207 0 .2hh7
5 Lawe Alas 8 274 0 .0 860 O.07 S7 O.069X O.2I.Jl'ln

6 Bare It 79 0. 1619 0. 1566 0 .\1 73 OAhll'l
7 Peusangan 13 460 0 .1512 0.0 126 -O.\J.lJ 8 I.J755

8 ambu Aye
"

761 0 .0900 D.17S5 0.0 222 104054
9 amiang 7 1184 0 .0757 0.1069 O.22M 1.0 2 15

4.3 At-Site Flood Frequency Ana lysis

It is neces sary to determine the at-site 1100J trequcncy magnitudes at cach s ite for

four rea sons. First. these magnitude s arc req uired when applying Dalrymple ·s merhod.

Seco nd , mece flnaly~t'<. arc required to derive reg ression equatio ns be tween the se Il..KJl!

magn itude s at a given re turn period and ca tchment characteristics. T hird. thes c at-sitc

analy ses arc required for identifying the bes t flood distribution ft,r Ace h province rivers.

Finally. these at-s ite analy ses are required for comparison with regional frequ ency

anal yses .

A general frequency model calib rated from at-site sample for the estimation ,,1

flood q uantile QT can be expressed as (Cu nnane, 1987):

( 4.11)

where Oris the event magnitude at a give n retu rn period , T . ~ lo ~1 • ~l an: ~ a JJ1 p l ...
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e,UlniLtc' of rocauon . scare and sha pe param eters of a selected distributmna] form

flq ; IJI. y. fOI) is a stan dardised variate value of return period T from the fl.l

dis trtburion.

T he dim ibutions considered in this study are the Gumbel (EVI). lN2. LNJ.

( jl:V. and lIJ J dl ~ributions . The method o f moments was used to fi l all two parameter

d i'o1 ritmt ion s wh ile lhe method of maxnnum likel ihood was used 10 iii all three parameter

di\l.ributions.

T he computer program CFA). 199 1 developed by the Hydrology Division of

Water Resources Branch of Environ ment Canada was used to determ ine the e xpected

flood tto ws of various re turn periods at eac h of the nine gauging stations for the three

parameter d i.,tribulions. This progr am al low s for the fitting of four d istribut ions: the

GEV. L NJ . L P) distrib u tions. and the w akeby (a 5 parameter dist ribution) . Fo r the two

p..aramc tcr distributions. the com pute r prog ram s pro vided by Kite (19 88 ) were used in th is

'l udy .

tcsurnarcs of llood quantiles with 2. 5 . 10. 20. SO. 100. and 200 year retu rn

period s were derived based on the five theoretical d istribu tions and on em pirical lit .

Filling for each distrib ut ion and the calculation of the so-ca.Iled standard error through

the lcasl squar es method was used 10 dete rm ine the best fittin g distribution .

~ .3. 1 Selec t ion of Best Fill ing Distribut ion

T he selection amo ng the rive distribu tions was based on the least squares method

of STandard error of til for each distrib ution . This standard error of fi t is a mea sure o f
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analysis are defined by the equation [Kite . \ <}881.

[ t (', -Pl' I'"
S E . -'"-'--n - p

(. 1 , 12)

where Y, is the actual data point. 'i', is a data poinr as ':Stilll;ltcu by th...dbtrihuti"n at

probabi li ties computed (rom the sorted ranks of Y, • n is the numh...r of pointx , ;md I' r~

the number of parameters .

It should be noted that the computatio n of the standard error uf ti t i~ dqX'llde l1t

on the plott ing position . As described in C hapter j , the unhiased 11 1 1l11 i n~ poxtnou

suggested by Cunnane I !l}78). which is based o n ,I single simple compromise formula I'm

use with all distribut ions. was used in this study .

4.3.2 Re sults

Th e standard errors of ti t for each dis tribution used for the nine rivers in the

region are prese nted in Table 4.3, ami the at-site magnitudes h:ISCd on this he....t III

distribut ion are given in Table 4.4 . In general. the order of best lit distributions \(J the

nine sites in the province were the EVI , LN2 , GEV . LN3 and 1.1>] respectively. It is

not easy to choose a single frequency distribu tion based on at-sue analysis alone. because

uf the differen t best fitting distribution deriv ed at each site in the region . The e xtreme

value dist ribution was selected for use in the regional analysis based on the above rcsu l t~ ,

and on a conside ration to the Lrnorne nt rat ios . as di scussed in the following section.
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Table ~.3: Standard errors oi various distributions used

Standard Errors ISE J of various distributions
Site River basin EVI LN2 GEV LN3 LP3

I Krueng Aceh 22.758 .. 25.040 25.203 30.967 33.093

2 Larnbeusoi 143.535 .. 156.436 153.783 152.090 158.459

.1 Scuncgan 5.729 3.646 .. 5.548 9.00 1 6.2-40

4 Ktuct 9.3119 .. 13.254 13.910 14.243 2·U 77
5 Lawc Alas 11.726 11.807 12.538 10.459 .. 12.633

6 Bare 5. 121 5.505 5.068 .. 6.555 5.957

7 Pcusangan 29,487 .. 36.202 32.354 31.659 29.? 14

8 Jambu Aye 28.63Q 27.368 .. 34.016 43.241 43.366

9 Ta miang 34.924 24.924 · 39.576 50.473 52.787

In Region 29 1.308 304. 182 321.996 348.688 366.592
(general) I I) (2) (3) (4) (5)

"l lhc best tit at each site (the minimum standard errors).

Table 4.4: At-site estimated flood quantile magnitudes in the Aceh rivers based on
best lit distribution at-each site.

T Y At-site estimated flood quantiles (Or)
earslvar iatc River basins

(EV I)
Site I Site 2 Site 3 Site 4 Site 5 Site 6 Site 7 Site 8 Site 9

2 0. 367 269.8 515.4- (82.5 440.8 267.0 74.9 441.9 751.7 1174.3

5 1.500 374.4 730.5 199.5 587.1 306.0 °7.4 559.8 855.7 1306. 1

10 2.250 443.7 872.9 209.1 683.9 333.0 112.0 637.9 915.7 1380.8

20 2.970 510.2 1009.4 217.3 776.8 360.0 126.0 712.7 968.4 1445.6

50 3.902 596.2 1186.2 227.0 897.0 397.0 144.0 809.7 1031.3 1522.3

lUO 4.600 660.7 13i 8.7 233.6 987.1 425.0 157.0 882.3 1075.5 1575.6

200 5.296 125 .0 1450.7 239.9 1076.9 454.0 170.0 954.7 11l7.5 1625.9



4.4 Selection of Regional Flood Frequency Distr ihution

This sectio n discusses the procedure that Wi\S used in lht.· sclccrinn Il l' a rt.'l,!i\',lal

frequency distribution for the:Aceh region. In this context. the Lmomcnt di;lgr.lTll W;\~

used 10 compare sample estimates of the dimensionless ratios r. t , ;lnd ts las dis\"usscilin

Section ~.2) with their population counterparts for a range of ilSSIlI11L'd distributions.

Both at-site t -moment ratios and regional weighted average Lmcmcm ratios \\WC

compared.

4 .4 .1 Proc edure

The procedure to obtain the L-moment ratios at each site has been discussed in

Section 4.2. The L-moment ratios of the at-sue standardized flood fle ws . particularly

Lkurtosis and Lskewncss. are compared to the theoretical relationships hetween L

kurtosis and Lskewness for several distributions. Figure 4. 1 compares these theoretical

relationships for normal, uniform, Gumbel. GEV. LN3, ga mma (1'3). GPA, and the

lower boundary of all distributions. These theoret ical relationships were constructed

using the polynomial approximations developed by Hosking (1986). It is apparent that

the tWO parameter distributions are defined by only a single point in the Lkurtosis and

L skewness -etatlonshtps. while the three parameter distributions are more flexible.

In addition. the procedure was also used in a regional context for the selection of

the best fit distribution regionally based on the weighted average L-CV. L-kur1o.~is.mtJ

Lskewness for the region. The following equations suggested by Hosking (1992) were

usedto deri ve these regional sample weighted average L-moment ratios:
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( 4 . 13 )

where r "" J. ~. I is regional weighted average L-CV, II and I~ are regional weighted

ave rage Lskcwncss and Lkurtosis. respectively. and n, is the sample length at site L

These regio nal L-kun osis and Ls kewness values were compared to the theoretical

rctanceships. and were also supported by previous at-site comparisons that were made

in order to select the approximate regional distribution.

~ J
:,

' " ..-
_..~- '

.'
l -Skewness

Figure 4 . 1: Theoretical L-moment relationships for assumed
distributions {Hosking, 1986)
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-tA .2 Results

Figure ~ . 2 shows the sample <It-site estimates on the same plot ns the thl'llfcti..:"l

relationships betwee n Lkurtosis and Lskewness corresponding 10 the GEV, GUlllbd,

L:" gamma. GPA, and the lower boundary of all distributions. This figure Sh\II\"S that,

from the mooets tested. the GEV, LN and gamn:- distributions 'lppt.';lr to Ill' m OSI

consistent with the sample Lcskewness and Lku rtcsis for the sites in the region. In

Figure 4.2, nearly five uf the observations arc close 10 the GEV , LN .mtl gauuua

distributions. Although there is large variability in the Lmoment ratio estimates. tfw

GEV distribution appears to provide the best overall fit, followed by the LN and ~;llnma

distributions. The overall sample L-moment ratios estimate is poorl y approximated hy

the GPA distribution ,

Figure 4.3 shows the sample regional weighted average Lmoment rauo s plnttrtl

on the L-momem ratio diagram together with the theoretical t -kurros!s and l.-skcwncss

relationships of assumed distributions. This figure shows that the sample regional 1,

kurtosis and Lskewness fall close to the theoretical GEV curve . Although the sample

regio nal Lkurtosls and Lskewness relationships also fall close to the theoretical LN and

gamma curves, from Figure 4.2 and the previous at-site analysis (Section 4.3) show that

the LN and gamma distributions seem to provide a poorer representation of the Ilood

flows distribution compared to the GEV distribution for the region considered. The GEV

distribution is therefore used for the subsequent estimation of flood quantilcs.
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• • . ...,. •• ,m.1

At- .... L-I/ G... . ... -+- 1l,P. .....

Figure 4 . ~ : Lmomen t diagrams comparing the sample at-site
estimates and theoret ical relationships between Lckunosi s and L
skewness for nine Aceh river basins

• L ·Skewness

figu re 4.3: L-moment diagrams comparing the sample regional
weighted average for the Aceh region with theoretical relationships
for t -kurtosls and t -skewness
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The GEV distribution is giv f. " by:

( '1 . 1·1)

where a and m are location and scale parameters. rcspccu ....ely, and k is thL' .dlal'l'

parameter which determ ines the class of extre me value distribution. If k "" n. the (;F.V

dist ribution reverts to the Gumbel distri bution . The appro ximate solution uf k sll ~gestell

in Hosking et.al.(l 985) was modified for use in the regional context, is defined as:

JC = 7 . B59c. :L9554c 1

C . _2_ _~

(3 -t- t ,) I n ( 3 )

where i, is the sample region al weighted avera ge L skewncss .

close to zero, the test statis tic Z defined in Maidment (1993) as :

{4 .1 5 J

Testing whether k is

Z= ~O. ::33 ' JC ( 4 . 16 )

where nl- is the regional av erage sample le ngths, was used. At the 5 % significance

level, fo r the null hypothesis that k "" 0, Iz ] should be less than 1.96.

For the Acen reg ion, the computatio n results of regional weighted ave rage i .

moment ratios. and the regional shape facto r kof the GEV distr ibution arc presented in

Table 4.5 . The table shows the regional L·CV. Lcskewness and Lckurtosis , and the

regional shape factor k which is an indicator of the appropriate extreme value

distribution in the region.
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It can be seen from Table 4.5 that the obtained value of k ::.0.102 . and Z ::

0 .4) < 1.96 is not significant at a = 5 %. This indicates that the Gumbel (EVI)

distribution is a feasib le alternative 10 be used in the following regiona l frequency

analysis.

Table 4.5: Results of regional weighted average L-moment ratios and the regional shape

factor k of the GEV distribution

Site n, n, . t n, .I, 1'1" 4
I II 2.2210 1.3663 3.6250
2 " 2.7467 1.0549 1.1707
J 7 0.4 480 0.38 49 0.4375, 6 1.0630 0.7975 0.7239
5 8 0.6880 0.6299 0.5581
6 11 \, 7812 1,7221 1.2903
7 13 1.9660 0.1638 -0.440
S 16 1.4400 2.8074 0.3556
9 7 0.5297 0.7480 1.5853

Slim 91 12.884 9.6749 9.3065

Ii = 10 i::.l1 = 0. 1416 tl :: 0.1063 t4 = 0, 1023

In regional case, k :: 0.102 , c = 0.0 129 and
test statistic Z = 0.43.

The values of t. t1 and t~ are presented in Table 4.2.
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4.5 Catchment Characteristics

The following catchment characteris tics of th\' Aceh river basins were lIhlailll'll

from available topographic and land use maps of M elt Province.

\) Catchment area (Ar/'tl), km:. watershed boundar ies were drawn 1111

topographic maps and the area measured by a planime ter. These arl'i\S are

usually provided with gauging station information, ami have bceu chec ked

from 1: HlO,OOO scale maps with 50 111co ntour tn tervats.

2) Main channel length (L/'ngtIlJ, kill. The main channellength of tile stream

is defined as the length of the longest channel upstream (If the g'\ll~ ing

station as drawn on the topographic map, and its length was measu red

with a cu rvimeter. For gauged catchme nts, Ihe Lt'''~/h for the Lambcusoi,

Peusangan , and Jambu Aye rivers were checked befo re being taken trum

the IOH report, and the remaining rivers were measured . For ungau gr.:d

catchments conside red, the Lellgth for the Tnp a and Susoh rivers wnsa r ~u

checked before being taken from that report, and the remaining rivers

were measured for this study.

3) Catchment meoll elevation (ElevJ. m. On the topog raphic map, a g rid

was selected and overlaid such as 15 points on the catchment boundary.

The mean elevat ion at these points o f intersection was taken as the

catchment mean elevation of an area.

4) Stream f requency (STMFJ. jlfllkm1
• For each catchment, the number lIf

junctions for all stream channels was counted, and the number was divided
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by the drainage area.

5) Channel slope (SIMS), mlm. The channel slope is defined as the

difference in height between the point of interest and the highest point

above the end of the main stream, divided by the main channel length

(Length). The highest point is defined as the highest point on Ihe

catchment of the source of the longest tributary. The elevations were

taken from I: 100,000 scale maps with 50 m contour intervals.

6) Fort .w cover (Forest), ;(;. Land use information was sketched on the

forest map and the total area of forest was determined by a planimeter.

The catchment forested is expressed as a percentage of the total area. For

gaugedcatchments, the Forest for the Lambcusoi, Peusangan, and Jambu

Aye basins were checked before being taken from the [OH report, and the

remaining basins were measured. As well, for ungauged catchments, the

Fore.1"I for the Tripa and Susoh basins was also checkedbefore being taken

from IOH report, and the rest were measured from the above maps.

7) Mean annual rainfall (MAR), mm. Catchment meanannual rainfall was

measured from mean annual rainfall Isohyetal maps provided by the Aceh

WRDSat a scale of 1:250,000. The MAR was taken at the basin centroid

lor each basin.

8) Mean annual maximum 1 day raitifall (APBAR), mm. The APBAR was

calculated by multiplying PBAR (the mean annual maximum I day point

rainfall for the catchment) and an area reduction factor (ARF). PBAR
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was taken from an isohyetal map of mean annual maximum I day rainfall

for Sumatra island at 1:2,000 ,000 scale appended to the IOH l1lllU)

report . The related ARF's with catchment areas ....'ere determined Fnuu

the ARF's table used by IOH (198:\),

The catchment characteris tics for the nine gauged basins used ill this SIUlly arc

presented in Table 4,6. The characteristics in Table 4,6 were used for hoth the index

flood approaches and the multiple regression approach. They are the indepcmh-nt

var iables in the estimation of the MAF when applying the index flood approach . urul i l l

the estimation of each Qr when app lying the regression approach.

The catchment characteristics for the five ungaugcd basins presented ill Table 4.7

were used for testing of flood quantile predictions.
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Table4.6: Catchment characteristics of gaugedcatchments in Aceh Province

Gaugedcatchments

Site
Mea Length Elev STMF SIMS Forest MAR APBAR

River basin km' km m jtnl m/m % mm mm

km'

I Aceh at Kp. Darang 1078.0 66.04 5570.020 0.0175 70 1750 93

2 Lambeusoi at Sango 580.4 33.20 734 0.019 0.0614 73 2450 123

3 Seuncgan at Uj.Blang 3S2.0 50.80 1033 0,031 0.0375 85 3260 117

4 Kluet at Gn.Pudung 326.0 100.80 1396 0.025 0.0146 9 1 3225 91

5 L Alasat Sukarimbun 1384.0 96.52 1593 0.039 0.0160 88 3250 81

6 Baroat Klibeut 270.0 35.60 385 0.022 0.0276 36 2250 90

7 Peusangan at Beukah 2214.0 137.80 736 0.0 16 0.0169 73 2550 76, ambo aye at L.Nibong 4420.0 31.20 470 0.010 0.0084 88 2450 77

9 amiangat K1.S impang 4598.0 177.. J 1206 0.011 0.0140 75 1750 94

Table 4.7: Catchmentcharacteristics of ungauged catchments in Aceh Province

Ungauged catchments

Site Area Length Elev STMF SIMS Pores MAR APBAR

River Basin km- km m j tnl m/m % mm mm

km!

1 eunom at T. Kareung 2236 112.0 956 oms 0.0 154 97.0 3500 114

2 Woyla at Manu Tukut 2327 115.0 1200 0.0 14 0.0150 96.0 3500 105

3 ripaat Gn. Kong 2707 157,0 1100 0.022 0,0112 86.5 3000 69

4 usoh at Kt.Tinggi 194 24.0 625 0.072 0.0406 98.0 3200 132

5 Peureulakat Gd. Janeng 1050 91.5 425 0.011 0.0107 63.0 1750 97
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4.6 Results of Preliminary Analyses: Summar)'

This section summarizes the preliminary at-site and regional analyses I'm the Arch

province rivers. Screening of the data. deriving at-site 110lXi frequency l11agnitUlks .

selecting a regional distribution and obtaining catchment characteristics were cc nstdcrcd

in this chapter. The following items summarize the results.

I) There are no unusual sites identified in the province. This was indicated

by the discordancy measure based on Lutomcn t ratios.

2) At-site estimated flood quantile magnitudes were based on the:: he.\! fit

distribution at each site, regardless of which distribution provided the

greatest numbers of predicted minimum standard errors in the region.

3) Using at-site and regional L-mcments ratio diagrams. the GEV distribution

was selected as the regional distribution. The regional shape par ameter

k of the GEV distribution was tested and was not significantly different

from zero, based on the standard normal quantile comparison at U' = 0.5.

Thus, the BVI distribution can reasonably be used in this study.

4) The catchment characterist ics of the nine gauged catchments are given in

Table 4.6. As well , the characteristics of five ungauged catchments 10he

used for testing of flood predictions arc given in Table 4.7 .
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Chapter 5

Application

Techniques

of Regional Estimation

This chapter discusses the application of the various regional flood frequency

h...'chniq ucs to the Aceh provincerivers. Two techniquesof regional analysis were used

in this study . The first technique was based on index flood approaches. and the second

technique was base d on a multiple regression approach. The de velopme nt procedures

<lnd results of the techniques used are therefo re discussed in two part s. T he lirst part

deals with the procedures and results of the index flood approaches, and the second part

is the procedures and results of the multiple regression approach. The two regional

methods were compared toeach other in predicting at-sites flood quantile magnitudesfor

bot h gauged and ungauged ca tchments, as well as to IOH (1983 ) estimates , and at-s ite

estimates for gauged catchments .
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5.1 Index Flood Approaches

This section discusses the index tlood melhlld which uses at-sill' and regi\lIlall l;u:l

for developing the flood frequency curve for the Acch province rivers. t\ ~ dis...-usscd in

Chapter 4. the EV\ distribution was used for the rl.'!; illllal fto....d frequency .matysis.

5.1.1 Theory

The assumption which underlies the index Iiood procedure is uuu the variate

Xi := Qi I Q has the same form of distribution at every site. lnthis case. C), is the 11;11,1

point and Q ;s the index flood. ajtemativ ely called the mean annualI l ....od (MAF) ill a sill.'

of interest. The parameters of the dlstribmlcn arc obl,tined from the comtnncd rq ; ion;ll

data sets of Xi' T he flood quantile Oris then esumated as:

0"'" (5 , X 'f' ( 5.t)

where Qis the observed MAP at a gauged site or the estil1l'ltl...d MAF ill an lIngilllged

site. T he MAF for an ungauged site can be estimated from cucbm cnt characteristics

using regression analysis. This will be discussed in Section 5.2.

White all index flood methods arc based on a similo'.r concept, the y vary in Ihe

method used to estimate parameters of the XT distribution . FlIr this study, cslimales

based on the following live approaches were compared:

a) Dalrymple (1960): Regional averaging IIf dimensionless ut-sitc nuod

quantiles es timate Or I Q.

b) NERC (197.5)and later used in New Zealand (Beahle and Mcxcrchar . 19H2J:
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,\ vanano n of regional averaging of dimensionless at-site order statistics X,,)

::. Q ,,, I Q and fining a distribution of these either graphically or

numerically. adjusted for records of unequal length.

<.: 1 Wallis (1980): Regional analysis o f dimensionless PWMs, m(,) I mw)' i =

O. I. ::! . J . and mOl" = regional sample mean. This method has been found

to be easy to implem ent and is robust and efficient.

dj Station year approach: Regional pooling of all Xj = O.I Q values . Xjj =

C)" I Q,. (j = I. 2..... Nj ; j = I. 2 ,.... M) . The poo led values are treated

;l ~ .1 single sample from postulated population

ej Hosking and Wallis (1992, 1993) : Regional analysis using L-mo ments,

which are defined 3.S linear combinations of the dimensionless PWMs. This

method should give answers identical to the PWMs method.

These procedures were applied in this study and are described in the following

sections.

5.1.2 Dalrymple' s Method

Ibis method. tile earliest method of regional flood frequency analysis, was

pioneered by the US Geology Survey <Dalrymple, 1960). The method is based on a

regional dimensionless averaging of records of nearly equal length from unregulated

rivers within a region.

The procedure used to develop the dimensionless regional floodfrequency curve

hy this method consisted of the following steps:
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I) From the results of the at-site analysis t'Fablc J.·U. fur c;lI.'h sue ;Illl! c;t.:h

selected return period . the flood quaruilcs were standardilc-d by the mc-an

annual flood.

2) For each return period of all sites. (he median value of these st.:lfld;\rc.!i,..'d

flood quannles are determined. These are calk'll ltk= median rauos fur .1

gi ven return period.

3) Median ratios were plotted against frequencics on extreme value prutMhilily

paper and a line of best lit was drawn 10 obtain a regional 1100d frc41lcncy

4) The values of Xr at any given return period for all sites in lhe rcgiull were

determined I rom [he curve above.

5.1.3 The NERC Method

In order to lake into account ue unequal length of the records, the N[R C 11975)

method modifies Dalrymple's method by using regionally averaged standardized order

statistics within a graphical procedure to estimate the Xy distribution. This procedure is

intended to reduce me effect of ocucrs on the rcgiona! curve lilting method due to the

possibility of sampling variation in the region.

The following procedure was used to develop the regional floodfrequency curve

by the NERC ( 1975) method.

I) The ratios of QJ>,IQ at each site of nine stations were lumped together anti

were plotted against their corresponding return period or reduced variate y
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vafucs.

2) To deal with the problem of different sample sizes. the '! scale was d ivided

into 0.5 class intervals. and an average Q.... I Qand an average y value was

determined from the data points of these ratios falling wilhin each class. This

can be expected to produced a smooth trend in the regional plot.

3) The values of Xr at any return period of interest for any site in the region

were determined by using the smoothed curve obtained in step 2.above .

5.1.4 The Proh ah ility Weighted Moments (PWMs) Method

The usc of PWMs has been studied for improv ing estimates of flood quantiles in

both gauged and ungaugcd catchments. The method is particularly robust when the

availability of record samples are either very short. higuly skewed or have high kurtosis

{Gree nwood et.al . • 1979). As discussed in Section 3.5 . 1. this method is applicable for

distributions such as EVI which can be expressed in inverse form.

General mathematical definition of the PWMs defined by Greenwood et.a1.•

(1979) has been described in Section 4.2 . in which the moments~ = P.. and i 2 r 

O. I . 1. 3. The PWMs from a sample can be estimated using the unbiased estimator of

ml~ = b,. Using the procedure in Section 4.2. the ltlt~ values can be determined. For

operational purposes. Hosking et.el. (1985) have suggested that at-site samjJe values of

1'\VMs can also be estimated from the biased PWMs estimator of m(~ = b, using lhe

following equation:
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( 5 . 2 )

Pl.• is a weighted function. and Xl represent standardi zed sample values ranked from

smallest to largest.

The following procedu re as suggested by Wallis (1980)was used for Ilhlainillg

the regional frequency curve by the method o f PWMs.

I) The PWMs nl lUlI '" bo and mli lJ '" b, were computed IIsing the pwt:~'dllre

described in Section 4.2 for each site . data were standardized by the MAr

at each site before using that procedure . j is the station number, and i '" r

= 0, I , 2. 3.

2) All standardized moments at each site were defined as 1111111' JJ1f1l1 and rn" w

After standardizing, the regional m ({Jlj == I.

3) In the region , the moments of all s ites were average d to obtain a rcgiunall il1i•

using the following equation:

.
mill .. LJIIW J (DjIL),., (5 .3 )

where M is the n umber of stations. the regional mM = I, and l '" the total

number of station years of record in the region .

4) The regional parameters of a and m were estimated using the equation s

provided by Greenwood el.aJ .(1979) for the Gumbe l distribution :
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(5.4)

a = (mCGI-2mw ) / 10(2)

lit = mC"'I-e .a

where e is Euler's number = 0.5772.

5) Regional quantiles, x, (with T such as: 2, 5, to, 20, 50 , 100and 200 years)

were estimated using the equation (for Gumbel d istribution):

Zr = 61 - 8 1n(- l n(1 --!.)} (5 ,5)

6) The values o f Xr at any return period of interes t for any site in the region

were determined fro m the regional quantiles.

5. 1.5 Station Year Approach

The station year method is based on the regional pooling of all standardized flood

Flows OIl each site in a region (Cunnane, 1987. 1988). The pooling of standardized

regional data was studied by Rossi et.a l (1984) using Italian data for their analysis of the

TCEV (two-component extreme value) method. This method of reg ional pooling of data

was used to co mpare with other methods based on regional averaging o f data or the

uattsrtc s of those data . The method assumes that all poo led data represent a single

S:U11plc from a population, in this case , the extreme value d istribution.

The following steps were used to derive the tlood quantiles or freq uency curve

by the station year approach:

\) All standardized data were pooled together and ranked and plotted against
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their corr esponding return periods Of )' variate values using extreme value

probability plot paper .

2) The plot ted data were titled by lin ear regression. This producedthe fl'ginnal

flood frequency curve.

4) The valccs or x ; at any return period of interest for any site were dcte.mincd

using the regiona l curve .

5.1.6 L-Moment Meth od

L-moments defined by Hosking (1986. 1990) are linear combinations of PWMs

defined by Greenwood et.al. , 1979 as described in Section 4.2. Here. sample L

moments and L-moment ratios were derived using the unbiased estimator of Lvmoments

as presented in the Section 4.2.

In this study , the procedure as defined by Hosking and Wallis (1992, 1993) wax

used to derive the flood freq uency curve by the L-moment method .

I) The sample L-momenls such as III Il , I) and 14 were co mputed using the

procedure described in Section 4.2. The at-site L-moment ratios such as I.

tJ and ~ were a lso dete rmined (Table 4.2) .

2) The at-site sam ple L-moment estimates were combined to provide regional

estimates of I , t) and I, using the procedure out lined in Section 4.4.1, and

the results in Table 4.5 .

3) Regional parameters of a and m were estimated using the equauons ror the

Gumbel and GE V distributions (Hosking, 1986):
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Gumbel:

a ",T.a I !D ( 2 )

(5 .6 )

where e is Euler's number.: 0.5772. 11 "" i l = 1.0, and i1 = i "" the

regional averaged L-CV .

GEV:

8 = l: £
U -2 ~i} r( l + ..E-)

iii = I 1 - 1 u. - r U +KI !

(5.7 )

where k is the shape parameter given by Equation 4. 15. The appropriate

solution of the gamma function given by (Maidment, 1993):

,
r U.+K) = l.+~aJ K1

(5.B)

where a l =-0.574864 6. a2 =0.9512363. aJ = -0 .6998588. a.. .. 0.425549,

and a) = -0. 1010678.

4) Regional quantiles,x, (with T suchas 2. 5, 10. 20.50. tOO and200 years)

were estimated usingEquation5.5 for the Gumbel distribution. and using the

following equation for the GEV distribution.

(5 .9)

5) The values of X, at any return period of interest for any site in the region
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were determined from tile regionalquanules.

5.1. 7 Results

This sectiondiscussesthe results of regional quantile Xl" esnmares for each of the

five index Floodapproaches. Table 5.1 and Figure 5. I show (he estimated rl'~;llnJt

quantilesapplyingDalrymple's approach. The flood flow ratiosin T~blc 5 .1 were bused

on the best fit distribution at each site. Themedian ratio at a given return period were

obtained from these flow ratios in the region. It can be seentha t all median ratios arc

the same flood flow ratios as site 7. The fitted curve by these median ratios is tile

regional ' :1 .uules.

Table 5.2 and Figure 5.2 present tile estimated regional qunntiles applying the

NERC method. In Table 5.2 , tilemean y variate and the mean now rat io were based

on tile points that fall within each 0.5 class interval of y values . It can be seen frum

Figure 5.2 that the mean ratios always represent the points whic h fall within 0.5 class

interval of y values. The fitted curve of these mean ratios is the regional curve by ihc

NE RC method.

Table 5.3 shows the regional average PWMs, regional parameters It and III ttl

obtain regional quantnes, XT • Thereg ionalparameters a and m werederivedbased on

the regional average PWMs, mUb for the Gumbel distribution. Given returnper-iods of

T, tileregional quantiles were derived using Equation 5.5.

Figure 5.3 showsthe regional curve applying the statio n year ap proach . n can

be seen in tile regional plo t that eight points at low return periods were outlier...

However, it did not significantly affect the regional curve with ihe inclusion of these
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values. T he lilted curve was derived by regressing these pooled flow ratios to the

corresponding reduced variate.

Table 5.4presents the regional weighted average L-moment ratios of t andi" and

regional parameters a and m. The regional parameters a and m derived based on the

regional average Lmomen r ratios, t and i, for the Gumbel distribution . The parameters

a and m obtained were identical to the PWM method as expected because the Lrroments

a rc linear combinationof the PWMs. For a comparisonof estimated regional quantilea,

X l'"s, the regional parameters a and m were also obtained using the GEV distribution.

The estimated regional flood quantiles XT for each of the five index flood

approaches are summarized and presented in Table 5.5 and Figure 5.4. Table 5.5 shows

the estimatedregional quantiles using Dalrymple. NERC. PWMs, station year, and L

moment methodsbased on the Gumbel distribution, and the L-moment method based on

the GGV distribution. These plotted regional quantile curves presented in Pigure 5.4.

show that all inde x flood approaches gave similar estimated regio nal quantiles. The

PWM or L-moment method seem to provide a compromise regional quantile curve. The

Lcmomeru based on the GEV distribution gave slightly lower estimated regional

qu annles, particularly in high return periods.

These various XT'S based on the various index flood approaches were used to

predictat-sues flood quantile magnitudes for gauged and ungauged catchments which will

be discussed in Section 5.3 .
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Table 5 . 1: Flood Ilow ratios at certain return periods. media n rl tXJlI flow r.UiliS

(applyi ng Dalrymple's method)

Frequencies, in years
Site 2 5 10 20 50 tOO 200

Flood no...... ratios ( OrI Q)
I 0.94) 1.309 I .SSt 1.784 2.085 Z. J IO :!.5.15
2 0 .939 1.331 1.590 1.839 2. 161 2.401 ~ . MZ

3 0.997 1.090 1.143 1.187 1.240 1.2 77 1..111

• 0.958 1.276 1,0487 <'689 1.950 2. 146 :!.J41
5 0 .974 1.117 1.215 UI4 1.449 1.55 1 I.M7
6 0,948 1.233 1.418 1.S9S 1.823 1.9 87 :!.151
7 0 .961 1.217 U87 1.549 1,760 1.9 18 2.075
8 0.988 1.124 1.203 1.273 U S5 I AIJ U bK
9 0 .992 1.103 1.166 1.22 1 1.286 1.3 31 1..17.1

Median 0 .96 1 1.217 1.387 1.549 1.760 1.91 8 2 .lJ75
(X l)

2.'
u,
-e
::E 2

t
01.6

t
X

C.•

- 1 1 .2 3 4
Y variate . -Ln(-Ln« T- 1)I T))

100 20

• OTI MAF • Ue dll n rall ol - Fllte d curve

Figure 5.1 : The regional plot and fitted curve for Aceh region (applying
Dalrym ple' s method)
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fable 5 .2: Mean now ratios at each 0.5 class interval of y variate (appl ying NERC
method )

Y variate
No Mean

0.5 class Mean Q~, / Q
interval Yvari ate

I · 1.193
2 ·0. 693 ·0.958 0.679
3 -0.193 -0.422 0.800
4 0.307 0.053 0 .905
5 0.807 0.550 0 .995
6 1.307 1.007 1. 137
7 1.807 1.447 1.218
8 2.307 2.049 1.357
9 2.807 2.487 Ll76
10 3.30 7 3.026 1.519

~1 .6
::E

~

~ 1
o
S
~ O.5

...

RI lllrnplrlo6 b..,,1,
10 20

I i

60 100 20 0

-1

Qoba l MAf

1 2 3 ...
V var iate . -I n(-l n((T· 1) I TlJ

• Mean Qoba/MAf - f Itted curve

Figure 5.2: The regional plot and fitted curve for Aceh region (a pplying NERC
method)
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Tab le 5.3: Regional average PWMs (1111,),) , reg ional parameters a. III (appl ying PW f\ls
method )

PWMs,(m' ~j)

i = 1 i == 2 i = 3
ni l L 111' (1, · m,.:l! ' Ill , ,'r

Site OJ n, ' L n, ' L 11, I L

0> m Ill == hi m(ll = h1 m t J1 =b,

1 .1 0.601 0 .438 0 .350 0.1209 0.0727 0.05 29 D.04:!.1
2 12 0.614 0 .451 0 .359 0.1319 0.08 10 0.0595 0.0474
3 7 0.53 2 0.366 0.280 0.0769 0.04 10 0.0282 0 . 0215
4 6 0.589 0.426 0 .337 0.0659 0,0388 0.028 1 0 .0 222
5 8 0.5 43 0.377 0 .290 0.0879 0.0477 0.03 3 1 0 .0255
6 . 1 0.58 ' 0.419 0.330 0.1209 0.0702 0.05 06 0 .UJ40
7 13 0.57 6 0 .409 0. 3(8 0.1429 0.0823 0.0584 0 .0454
8 16 0.54 5 0.38 1 0 .294 0.1758 0.0958 0.0670 0 .0517
9 7 0.5 38 0.373 0.2i7 0.0769 0.041 4 0.0 285 O.t1221

L = 9 1 Estimated regio nal ml;)j == 0.5708 0.3782 0 .3111

parameters, a and m:

a - 0.20440 ,

m == 0.88202
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XT ~ 0.1810 . 0 .10811Y vII llle

1 2 3 4
Y varIate· pLn(-Ln«(T-1) I T)

Qab. I MAF - Flttod <:urV8

'"o .L_~_~_~__~_ _~_~_~_--.J

-2

Fi gure 5 .3: T he regional plot and fitt ed cu rve for Aceh region (based on station
Ye<IT app roach)
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Table 5 .4: Re gional weighted average Lcmomcn t ratios ({ :Inti i,l . regional parameters
a, m (app lying Lm cmem method)

L-Moments . (I and t,.)

11, .1 tI, . I, 11, . 1.
Site ", I I, I ,
(j )

1 11 0.2019 0.1242 0. 32 96 2.2210 I .J 66.1 -'. h~50

2 12 0.2289 0.0879 0 .0976 2.7467 1.0549 1. 170tl
3 7 0.0640 0.0550 0.0625 0.4480 0..' 8·.19 0.-1.170
4 6 0. 1772 0.1329 0. 1207 1.0630 0 .7975 o.n }')
5 8 0.0860 0.0787 0 .0698 0.6880 0 .6299 U.551l1
6 11 0.1619 0.1566 0 .11 73 1.7812 1.722 1 1.:!lJllJ
7 13 a. ISI2 0.0126 -0 .03 38 1.9660 0. 1638 -O.-l.N4
8 16 0.0900 0.1 755 a.0222 \.4400 2.807 4 0 ..1556
9 7 0.0757 0.1069 0.2265 0.5297 0 .7480 1.585."\

Estimated regional Sum := Sum - Sum -

L = 91 paramete rs, :I and m : 12.884 9.6749 9. 3llfi5

G u mbel: 1 = 0.1416 i, := O.I 06} 14 = tl.102J

a = 0 .20430 , m = 0.8821

GEV:

a := 0.20llO, m = 0 .9025
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Table 5.5: Comparison of estimated XT at various return periods based on five index
tluod procedures

T Y Estimated regional quantile. X,

Iyr\l vanate Dalrymple NERC PWMs St. Year L-moments

Gumbel Gumbel Gumbel Gumbel Gumbel GEV

J 0.367 0.961 0.962 0.9570 0.960 0.9570 0.9749
5 1.500 1.217 un 1.1885 LlS3 1.1885 1.1822

10 2.250 1.387 1.320 1.3417 1.330 1.3417 1.3069
20 2.970 1.549 1.457 1.4888 1.472 1.4688 1.4178
50 3.902 1.760 1.634 1.6791 1.655 1.6791 1.5498

HX) 4.600 1.918 1.767 1.8217 1.792 1.8217 1.6409
'00 5.296 2.075 1.899 1.9638 1.929 1.9638 1.7253

2.5 ..-- - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - --,

2 3 •
v » -L n (- Lnf1 - 1/T )}

-o- PWM. •.... EV1, L.... oftl. " "

......... Stl. ~Ir .-6 •. (lEV, L·r.toftll nt,
- O" ' 'f rnpl.

-e- HERe

o +--_ _ -r-r-'__~---~-~~-__,----.J

o

Figure 5.4 : Comparison of estimated X, at various rerum periods based on five
tudcx tlooc.i approaches
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5.1.8 Results from the lOll (1983) Stud)'

The previous surdy of l100d frequency analysis by the IOH (l 'lK1l tor J;\ \\;\

and Suma tra is su mmar ized here . particularly those result s p.:rt;lll1ing 1\\ tlll' l,:rllwth curve

(regional frequency curve) from thai study. The regionalcurves [lTO\'hk'll in the IOI!

study have been the principal source of flood estimates in " le province. anti an importuut

purpose of the present study was \0 provide updated curves and [0 compare nrc results,

The growth curve derived by the IOH was based 011 dat a from the ent ire regions {If Juw.t

and Sumatra using data up 10 1981. Only live stations frnm Acch Province wen- u>;l'd

inthat study.

The growth factors (GF) from the prev ious study given in terms of cutcluuc nt area

for variou s return periods are presented in Table 5.6. Thc Gr- were defined as Q1 ( ().

For catchment areas not tabulated. growth rectors may he uhmincll hy

interpolation . Using Table 5.6. growth factors were estimated for the basins " I' imcrcsr

in the present study . These arc presented in Tables 5.7 and 5.8.

Table 5 .6 : Growth facto rs summarized from study by IOH ( 198) for Jaw",and SUlllalr:1

Catchment area (km1
)

T
180 300 600 900 1200 1500

or less 0' Inure

Growth Factor (GF)

2 0.83 V.ln D.H3 0.83 0.83 tU !3
5 1.28 1.27 1.24 1.22 1.19 1.17

10 1.56 1.54 1.48 1.44 1.4 1 l.n
20 1.88 1.84 1.75 1.70 1.64 1.59
50 2.35 2.30 2. 18 2. 10 2.03 1.l)5

100 2.78 2.72 2 .5 7 2.47 2.37 2.27
200 3.27 3.20 3.01 2.89 2.7 8 2.60
500 4.01 3.92 3.70 3.56 3.4 1 :\.27
1000 4.08 4.58 4.32 4.16 4.0 1 )}15
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Table 5.7; Grow th factor s for the nine gauged catchments in the Aceh region

Gauged catchmen ts
T River basins and Area (km2)

Site I Site 2 Site J Site 4 Site 5 Site 6 Site 7 Site 8 Site 9
Acch L'beusoi S'negan Kluet L. Alas Baro P'sangan 1. Ave Tarniang

1078 580.4 352 2326 1384 270 2214 4420 4598

Growth Factor (GF)

2 0 .a3 0.8 3 0. 83 0 ·;3 0.83 0 .83 0.83 0.83 0.83
5 1.20 1.24 1.26 1.17 1.18 1.27 1.17 1.17 1.17

IU 1.42 1.48 1.53 1.37 1.39 1.54 1.37 1.37 1.37
20 1.66 1.76 1.82 1.59 1.61 1.83 1.59 1.59 1.59
~O 2. 06 2 .19 2.2 8 1.95 1.98 2.29 1.95 1.95 1.95

100 2 .41 2.58 2.69 2.27 2.3 1 2. 71 2,27 2,27 2.27
2J1O 2 .82 3.02 3. 17 2.66 2.71 3. 18 2.66 2 .66 2.66

Table 5.S: Grow th factors for the five ungaugcd catchmen ts in the Aceh region

Ungauged catchmen ts
T River basins and Area (km2)

SilCI Site 2 Site J Site 4 Site S
Teunom Woy1.a Trip.a Susoh Peureulak

2236 I 2327 I 2707 194 I 1050

Growth Factor (GF)

2 0. 83 0 .83 0.83 0 .83 0 .83
5 1.17 1.17 1.17 1.28 1.21

10 1.37 1.37 1.37 1.56 1.43
20 1.59 1.59 1.59 1.88 1.67
50 1.95 1.95 1.95 2.34 2 .07

100 2.27 2.27 2.27 2.77 2.42
200 2.66 2.66 2.66 3.26 2.84
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5.2 The Mu ltip le Regress ion Ap proach

This section discusses the multiple regression approach for developing ro,'g;un,11

flood quantile regression equations for the Aceh province rivers. I\ll index th l\.1d

approaches as well as the IOHgrowth factors rely on an estimarc of one flood !low. c.p . .

Q which is the index flood. and then obtain estimate for quamilcs llsing multiplying

factors obtained from the regional curve. The muluple reg ression approach. hy contrast.

provides a regr..sston equation for each quantile based on carctnncntchuractcrisucs.

As discussed in Chapter J, the multiple regression approach was \\51,:, ' fur twu

reasons. First, the approach was used in deriving regression equations which o.:all he

used to estimate the MAF, Q, at ungauged catchments. From this MAl' , the !lood

quantiles of ungauged catchments can then be estimated using one of the index Flood

methods. Second, this approach can be used to obtain the regression equations fur cad i

Q T' These regression equations can be used 10est imate at-site flood quamilcs :\1 gauged

or ungauged catchments.

For the purposes of this study , the nine river basins which contained sufficient

flood now informatio n and catchment characteristics were used in the multiple rcgrcssnm

approach. The regress ion approach describes the statistical relationship between the

catch ment characte ristics and the flood flows at eacb site in the region. The catcluncut

character-sties are as described in Section 4.5. (Table 4.6 ). The at-site MAF and each

Orfor each of the gauged catchments are given in Table 4.2 and Table 4.4 , respectively.
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5.2.1 T heory

The function most frequently used for regressing flood flows on catchment

charac teri stics is the nonlinear mult i-vari able power model (McCuen, e t. a! , 1990 ). This

has the for m:

( 5 .1 0 )

where y, ~ dependent variable of shel, C = constant coefficient, x", :: independent

mahle p at site i, r = the number of independent variables, Ap = coefficients of

regression equations, and (, = residual for observation i . This model is assumed to have

multiplicative error term.

For the purposes of thrs study . Equation 5. 10 is fitted to observed data by laking

tile logar ithms of the variables, which conven s Equation 5.10 into a form given by:

The parameters in Equation 5.11 can then be estimated using linear ordinary least

For the problem at hand, Equation 5. 11 can be written as:

,
Ln O:l":lr '" ia c- ~ A J LD CCJ + LDE J

( 5. 12 )

QT. the MAF or at-site Qr of each the 9 sites in the region.

Ln C the constant coefficient in the regression.

A, regression coefficients,
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Ln ee, : the logarithms of p catchment charuc tcriaics tsuch as .-Im l,

Length, Elev, STMF, SIMS, Forest , MAR and ..tPRIIl).

By using the equation of the form of Equation 5 . 1:!. it is assull\~d that there is ;1

linear relations hip between the loga rithms of tht: catchme nt cluractcrisucx and lhe

logarithms offhe t.1AF or each Ot , and mat the catchment characteristics and nl~ 'd nl)WS

at one basin was considered to be independent of othe r basins. and other assumptions {If

linear reg ression, homoscedasticity. normality of residua ls, and randomness or residl1als

hold.

5.2.2 Regression Equat ions Selection Criteria

The following statistical cri teri a were used in the selec tion of the nest rcgrcsson

equations.

I) The coe fficient of determination (Rl
) and the adjusted coeffic ient Il l"

determination (R'J{1 describe the percentage of va riance in the llcl)Cndelll

variable explai ned by the independent variab les. The adj usted f{l consi ders

the number o f independent variables, and is defined as:

(5.13)

where p is the number of parame ters in the regressio n eq uat ion,

2) The standard erro r (SE) describes the scatte r of the data abou t the regression
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line. It measures the standard deviation of the errors between observed and

the predicted va lucs. The smaller the standard error, the Detter the fit of the

regression line.

J) The Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) measures the mult icollinearity problem

on the regression coefficients. The VIF is determined using the equation:

VIF = _ ,_
l_Ra (5 .14)

whcre /{ I is the coefficient of determ ination of the relat ionship between one

predicto r and the other predictors.

A VIr- in excess of 10 is often taken as an indication that multicollinearity

may be influencing the regression estimates (Neter. et. al, 1985).

5.2.3 Cor rection of Bias Due to Logarithm ic Transformation

The nonlinea r power model is titted after usinga logarithm ic transformation. The

model is thus biased and does nOI have the minimum expected error variance in the '1-

space. The method for correcting the bias suggested by Miller , et. al, 1984 was used

t.' reduce the bias due to the logarithmic transformation.

Th is method adjusts the intercept coefficient using the following steps:

I) For unbiased est imates. the Ef , in the y-space must Deequal to zero. The

assumed unbiased estimator of the intercept is given by:
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(5 .15)£ 0 '" L Y l ob.

E}C~~.u · · .x;r
where fo = C = unbi ased estimator of the intercept based on the assumptiou

thai bias in computed values of y ean be obtained hy adjllsting the intercept

only .

2) The final regression equatio ns for both the esti mated MAF andtheestim;ltell

Q,.'s after correcting of bias were then dete rmined for usc in the cutm.uton

of Qr's at gauged and ungauged catchments.

5.2.4 Pr ocedure

The procedure used to deri ve the multiple regression equati ons arc as follows:

I) The logarith ms of the nine at-site MAF values or cncn Q r and the

co rresponding catchme nt characteristics were taken.

2) Stepwise regress ion was used to develop a reasonab ly well riuing regression

eq uation for the MAF and each Qr-

3) T he following statistics were considered in choosi ng the regression equations:

correlation matrix of the logs of the MAF or each Qr and basin

charac teristics,

Ii) coeffici ent of determinat ion (R2 and Rod / ) ,

iii ) standard error s of estimate (SEl,

iv) variance inflation factors (V1F).

4) The selected regression equation s were corrected for bias.
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5.2.5 Analysis of the Logar ithmic Regression Equatio ns

In estimating the regression equations for the MAF or each QT eight catchment

characteristics (Table 4.5) were considered as independent variables initially, Table 5 .9

shows the correlations between the logarithms of the observed MAF and of the catchment

characteristics. In general, the highest correlations of MAF or each Orare with Area

and L('IIRlh. The highest negative correlations of the MAF or each QToccur with STMF

and SIMS. In Table 5.9, significant correlations also occur between Area and Length ,

between MAR and STMF and between APBAR and SIMS, Significant negative

correlations occur between Area and SIMS and between Length and SIMS, which are

possible since large catchments tend to have low channel slopes and also since long

channel lengths tend to also have low channel slopes,

In the selection of the regression equations, these correlations however, were

unulyzed based on statistical and physical criteria. First. the coefficient of correlations

between tkxxl flo ws and catchment characteristics should be physically meaningful.

Second, lhe coefficient of determinations must be statistically significant at the 5 %

significance level. Th ird, the VIF must be tess than 10, and finally the regression

coeffi cients must be statistically significant at the 5 % level,

Using stepwise regression, the alternative regression equations for estimating

Mi\l~ can be summarized in Table 5.10 . The sameprocedure has also been usedin each

Qr regression equations , Column 7 and 8 in Table 5.10 describes the coefficient (of

determinations (R1 and Rt<I/ ) between MAF with independent variabletsj. It can be seen

that the Rl and Rw/ increases with more independent variables as expected.
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In the Table 5. 10, four possible equations for estimating the MAr wert' derived.

Equation I: MAF with Area, Equation 2: MAF with :In '/I and SIMS, Eq UilliulI .\ :

MAF with Area, SIMS and APBAR. and Equarion a: MAF with .-If/'a . SIMS... H'IJ..l R

and £Iev.

Regarding Equations I, .:! , J and 4, the regression coefficients u- vatuc in Tilhk

5.10) for the APBAR parameter in Equation 3 and £It'I ' in Equation ~ W \.'fC nOl

considered significan t at the 5 % significan t level, The results of hypothesis t\.'sting Ill'

regression coeflicien ts for estim ating the MAF are given in Table 5. 11. It can he seen

from Table 5.1 1 that the two independent variable regression equation was stat istically

significant at the 5 % level. T herefore, the IWO independent variable regression l'qll,llion

seem to be the best choice .
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Tab le 5.9: Correlation matrix for logs of MAF and catchment characteristi cs of the
Acch ri ver basins

MAF Area Length Elev STMF SIMS Fores t MAR APBAR

MAr- I
Area 0.850 I
Le ngth 0.698 0.94 1 I
Elev 0.317 0.283 0.221 I
STMF -0.656 -0.608 -0.563 0.4 34 I
SIMS -0.405 -0 .8 13 -0 .89 1 -0 .055 0.42 0 I
Purest 0.63 2 0.563 0.522 0.655 0,030 -0.303 I
MAR -0.250 -0. 199 -0 ,100 0.479 0.651 0.140 0.403 I
APBAR -0. 123 -0.588 -0.703 0. 106 0_260 0 .845 -0.019 0 .038 I

Table 5. 10: Stepwise regressi on for the Aceh province data for esti mating MAF

Num . ol Name of Constant Cae-ff. t-val ue SE R' R>d/
var. Variables coeff., A. in Log

Loge

I Area 1.192 0.659 4.26 0.453 0.72 19 0.682

, Arca 1.834 1.192 11.51 0. 177 0 .9637 0.952
SIMS 1.140 6.33

.I Area -4 .884 1.133 n.rs 0 .139 0_9813 0.970
SIMS 0.760 3.35
APBAR 1.250 2. 17 "')

, Area -4. 730 1.187 17,72 0 . 101 0 .99 2 0.98 4
SIMS 0.780 4.73
APBAR 1.430 3.34
Elev -0 . 187 -2.32 "')

"') Not significant (NS) at c "" 5 % .
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Tab le 5. 11: Results of hypothesis test ing of regression coe fficients (al a = 0 .05) for estimating MAr'

NUIll.ot Name of Constant Coeff . t-v atue SE R' R....,z V I r: I" val ul-
Var . Variables coeff. A, in Log

Log e

I M'" 1.192 0.659 4.26 0.45 3 0.72 19 0 .682 0.004

2 M", 1.834 1. 192 11.5 1 0.177 0.9637 0.952 3 .0 < 0.00 1
SIMS 1. 140 6.33 3.0

.1 Area -4.884 1. 133 13. 18 0 .139 0.9813 0.970 3.3 < 0.001
SIMS 0 .760 3.35 3.9
A PBAR 1.250 1. 17 *) 7. '

4 A rea -4.73 0 1.187 17.72 0 . 101 0.992 0.984 3.7 < 0.001
SIMS 0 .780 4.73 4.0
AP BA R 1.430 3.34 7.6
EI~ -0 . 187 -2 .32 "' j 1.2

Note : Log C : constant coefficient ,
A, : coe fficien t of independent variables,
p : the number of predic tors.
SE : standard error estimate, in log.
VIF : vari ance inflat ion factors ,
*) NS : no t significan t at Q = 5 'k .
In this case . MAF is as the dependent variable.



Table 5.12 shows the logarithm of the observed MAF, catchment characteristics,

estimated MAF using the logarithmic regression equation and residual error (E1J.

Figure 5.5 shows the autocorrela tion function (ACF) of thc residuals. It can be

seen that the correlation coefficients are all within the 95 % Bartlett' s bands. Figure 5.6

shows the normal probability plot of the residuals. It can be seen that the plotted points

are reasonably linear and was connrmedby the probability ptotcorrelettoncoefficient

Wpcq test for normality at the 5 % significance level. Figure 5.7 shows the plot of

the residuals ver sus the predicted values in log space. It can be seen that there is no

evidence of heteroscedasticity. From the above tests, it appears that all regression

assumptions are fulfilled .

Table 5. 12: The logarithm of observed M/ .F , catchment characteristics, estimated MAF
and the residual errors (E1J

Site LnMAF"" . Ln Area LnSIMS Ln MAF,,, Residual
error (~ J

1 5.656 6.983 -4.046 5.556 -0.100
2 6.'17 6.364 -2.790 6.246 -0.061
3 5.209 5.864 ·3.282 5.090 -0. 120
4 6. 131 7.752 -4.227 6.266 0.135
5 5.613 7.233 -4.13: 5.751 0. 138
6 4.369 5.598 ·3.590 4.424 0.054
7 6. 131 7.703 -4.080 6.374 0.243

i 8 6.635 8.394 -4.785 6.396 -0.239
9 7.077 8.433 -4.27 1 7.029 -0.048

EEli = 0.000
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-1 . 0 - 0 . 8 - 0 . 6 - 0. 4 -0 .2 0 .0 0 .2 0 . 4 0.6
+--- -+----+----+----+----+----+--- - -+ ----+----+---- +----
1 - 0 .05 5 XX
2 0 . 0 18 X
3 - 0 .16 7 XXXXX
4 - 0 . 45 6 XXXXXXXXXXXX
5 O.O ll X
6 - 0 . 0 2 1 XX
7 0.144 XXXXX
8 0.026 XX

Th e Bart lett ' s ba nd s = ± 1.96 I N1•l _ ± 0.65 .

Fil:"lre 5.5: The ACF of the residuals for the two predictor equation of the MAF

Re s i dua l s

0. 16+

0 .00 +

r = 0 . 9 85
- 0. 1 6 +

--- ------+----- -- --+--_.._----+--------- +----- -- --+--
- 1. 2 0 - 0 . 6 0 0.00 0 . 6 0 1. 2 0

Figure 5.6: The normal probability plo t of the residuals for the two predictor equation
of theMAF
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•Predicted Log MAF

0.3 ,-- - --- - - - - - - - - - - - -,
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~
~ O+-- - ----- - - - - - - - - - - !
"o
...J~O.1

-0.2

~ O.3 +_---~---_~---~----'

o

Figure 5.7: Plot of residuals versus predicted values (in log) 10 identify
homoscedasuctty of residuals of the two predictor equation for the MAF

The residual s of the regress ion for each Or were similarly checked for Vio1;lliom

of the regression assumptions; they were all found to be approximately normally

d istributed, independent, and homoscedastic.

5.2.6 Results of the Multiple Regression Study

Two sets afresults were foundin thederivationof regression equations. The liN

set of results was the regression equation for the MAF, and the second set of results was

the regress ion equations for each QT< 1 ;;: coefficients of the selected regressio n

equations for es timating the MAF and eac h Orare given in Table 5. 13.
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Table 5. 13: Coe fficients of regression derived for es timating MAF and each Or fo r the
Acch river basins

Coefficient s of regression equations " )

Constan t coefficient Coeff. Coeff. SE in
M'" Slope R1 (% ) Adjusted log (Q,J

log C C A, (SIMS ) R2 ( %) units
A,

MAF 1.834 6.2 59 1.192 1.138 96 .37 95. 16 0 . 177
f) , 1.743 5.715 1.194 1.124 96.45 95 .53 0.176
f), 2.13 1 9. 309 [.200 1.2 12 95.96 94.61 0. 184

01" 2.4 16 11.201 1.207 1.243 95.89 94, 52 0. 186
1)l<J 2.60 7 13.558 1.208 1.272 94 .85 93. 13 0 .208
Q. , 2.82 2 16.809 1.208 1.303 93 .24 90.99 0 .238

Q"" 2.9 69 19.472 1.206 1.320 9 1.89 89. 19 0.2 09

OM' 3.09 7 22. 131 1.206 1.340 90 .50 87.33 0 .284

*) Regression eq uations arc o f the form:

1no:rx = l n c +-'t 1n Area +Aaln SIMS (5.1 6)

or in po wer form:

OT.1t: = C Area..... S I NS .....

where QI"X = the estimated MAF or flood quantile at a given return period .

mas co rrec tion of the logarithmic regression equations

(5.17)

Both the linear logarithmic model and nonlinear power model were used to

estimate the MAF and each Orfor the nine gauged sites which were previously used in

the regression study. T he estimated MAF using the logari thmic regressio n equation and

residual error {EIJ are given in Table 5.12. It apparent that the sum of the erro rs in log-

space (EE,l is zero when using the linear logarithmic model.
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Table 5.1-l- SllOWS me observed MAF, catchment cbaractcns ucs. t'st illlatct! f\1t\F

using the nonlinear po wer model Equation 5.1 7. residual errors {E) and the estimated

MAr: and residua l e rror s (~i') after adjus ting the constan t coeffic ients. In Table .:'\ . 1.. ,

the sum of the errors (E~J is not tern.

Tabl e 5.14 : T he ot.servcd MAr, catchment characteristics . estimated M I'I.F and residual
errors (~J with the MAF and residual errors after adjusting the constan t cocfflricm

Site MAF"", Area S IMS MAF"' I E!, x., MI'I.F<.,j E.•:
(mIls) (kmt ) (m /m) (m' /s) (m '/ s)

I 286 1078.0 0 .0 175 258 .7 -17.27 -'1.3 262A -"2.1 •.:'\9
2 549 580.4 0 .0614 5 15.9 -32.64 82,4 52.1.2 ·25 ..11
3 183 352,0 0.0375 162.4 -20.6.1 25.9 164.7 -HU J
4 460 2326.0 0 .0 146 526.6 66.63 114. 1 5:\4 . 1 7a 11
5 274 1384.0 00160 314. 6 40.62 50.3 .119. 1 -'5 .()';I
6 79 270.0 0.0276 83.4 4.40 13.3 84. 6 5.59
7 460 22 14.0 0 .0 169 586.5 126,46 9:\.7 .:'\94.K 134.7 ')
8 761 4420 .0 0.0084 599 ,5 - 161.50 95.8 61)8,0 -152 .9 11
9 1184 4598.0 0 .0140 1128.6 -55.39 1110 .3 1144. 6 -.N .:\6

EV••. ~ 42 36 EE" - -5932 E X•• - EE,: - O.tKJ
667.24

I;, = 6.3 411

Note : X;."
MAF" 12
Eli'

Area," SIl\1~.u . denomi nator variables in Equation 5. 15,
. the estimated MAF afte r a~justjng the constant coe fficient ,

the residual er ror after adjusting the cons tant coefficient .

The same bia s correction procedure has also been used in each (,I-I regression

equat ions. Table 5. 1S present s the final regression coe ffic ients for usc with Bquanun

5 . 17 for est imating the MAF and eac h QTafte r adjust ing the constant coe fficients.
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Table 5. I5: Final coefficients of regression derived after adjusting constant coeffi cient
for estimating the expected MAF and each Qr for the Aceh river basins

Constant Coefficient Coefficient Adjusted
coefficient M<a Slope (SIMS ) R1 ( %) Rl (%)

C A, A,

MAF 6.348 1. 192 1.138 96.4 95.9
0, 5.805 1. 194 1.124 96.5 95.9
Q, 9 .403 1.200 1.212 96.0 95.4
Q", 11.476 1.207 1.243 96.7 96.2

Q" 13.638 1.208 1.272 94.9 94 . 1

Q", 16.943 1.208 1.303 93.3 92 .3

0"" 19.6 80 1.206 1.320 91.9 90 .7
Q~, 22.434 1.206 1.340 90.: 89.2

5.3 Compar ison or At-Site Flood Quantile Predictions

Com parison of 1100dquantiles estimated were divided into two parts . The first

part is a comparison of flood quantiles for the nine gauged catchments that were

estim ated using the at-site analysis. the five index flood approaches, the multiple

regre ssion approach. and the IOH (1983) study. The second part is a co mpariso n o f

tlood quamites for five ungauged catchments estimated using the same approac hes, except

the at-site analysis. For the L-moment approa ch. only the regional Gumbel distribution

was considered in the comparison since the shape parameter of the GEV distribu tion was

nol slgnttlcanny different from zero.

5.3.1 At-8ite Flood Quantile Predictions: Gauged Catchments

A comparison of flood quantiles esti mated for the gauged catchments using the

methods mentioned above is given in Table 5,16 and Figure 5,8 for the site of Jambu
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Aye River at Lhok Nibong as an example of estimated flood quannlcs. n il,' at-sill'

estimated flood cuemnes for the remaining eight basins arc gi..'en in Appendix" nw

following conclusion can IX drawn from Table S. 16 and F igur~ 5.!! and l h ~ other

estimates in Appendix A.

The estimated quantiles by each method were quite vnnablc . panicul;lrly for

high return periods.

The predictions of flood quantiles based on the index nand approaches were

similar with little variability.

Among the five index flood approaches of Ilood quantile predictions. the 1.

moment method gave estimates in between the other three index !loot!

approaches (Dalrymple, NERC and station year]. Datrymptc's approach

predicted the highest flood quantile magnitudes, panicrtarly in the high return

periods. However, they are more consistent compared with the at-sire

analysis and the regression approach.

The estimates based on the regression method provided lower prC{Jicljon.~ of

flood quentlles than those given by the index flood method and the at-sire

analysis for five of the nine sites tested. Thus, in general , the regression

approach gave lower predictions of floodqcanules .

The estimates based on the at-site analysis were also less consistent than these

generated by the index flood approaches.

Since the regression estimates are based on at-site estimates and basin

characteristics, it should be expected Ihat the two results arc similar. But,
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there are no general agreement between the two methods. This is probably

because of the small number o f rivers used in developing the equations. and

there may be much sampling error in the flood flow records or in the basin

characterist ics.

T he predictions of f700d quannles based on the IOH (1983) were much higher

compared with the other methods that were used in this study. This could be

due to the nature of data used by the IOH study. being based on flood now

records from both lawa and Sumatra, collected in 1981 and only included

fi ve sites from Aceh Province.
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Table 5 .16 : Comparison of at-s ite fl ood quantiles (Qr! fur tnc gaug ed si l~ Ill" lh~ J;llIlhu
Aye River at l hok Nibong

Estimated at-site Flood quaatilc s , Q,
T Y

NERC PWM s I Station IOH(yrsl vanat Dal rymnle Regression At-site
L' Momenrs Year (1983 )

, 0 .367 73 1.32 732.56 728 .28 730. 56 631. 63 b l2.ml 751.7
5 1.500 926,14 895.70 904 A5 900 .20 890,3 7 n711. 22 M55 .7

10 2.2 50 1055,5 1 1004.52 1021.l)] 1012 , 13 1~2 .57 158A 7 'J15.7

'0 2.970 J178,79 1108,78 1132.98 1120 .19 1209.99 790.6 8 llh!l.-1
50 3.902 1339,36 1243,47 1277 ,80 1259,46 1483,1;15 847.22 IOJ I, .'

100 -U OO 1459,60 1344 .69 1386.3 1 1363.7 1 1727,47 89 1.42 1075 ,5
200 5.296 1579,08 1445,14 1494,45 1467.97 2024 ,26 926 . 19 1117,5

2600 .,------ - - - - - - - - - - ,

2000

~ 1500
.§.

51000

'00

o+-..:....-~....:..-,....;:'-_=;'---__'T--=-~-='-~

o 2 3 4
Y • ~ L. n (-LnU ~ unl

- Di lt y mpl. ~. PWhl/L-lolntl 10 H f111113J

-4- ~.g,. .. lon 6 - AI -.II.

Fig ure 5. 8: Comparison of at-site flood quanti le estimates of gauged site for the
Jambu Aye River at Lhok Nibong
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5..1.2 At-Site F!ooc..; Quantile Predict ions: Unga uged Catch ments

1\ comparison among flood quantiles estimated for ungauged catchment using the

index Floodapproa ches. the regression approach and the IOH ( 1983), are presented in

Llhk 5. 17 and Figure 5.9 for the site of Tripa River at Gunung Kong, as an example

uf c~timmcd flood L;ua !'\ t i l~s . T he at-site estimated flood qUOIn tiles for the other four

hasins arc given in Appendix B. The following conclus ions can be drawn from Table

5. 17 and Figure 5.9 . and other tlood quantile estimates presented in Appendix B.

The predictions of Ilood quantiles based on the index flood.approaches were

also more consistent than those generated by the regression approach . as

indicated earlier for ne gauged site flood predictions.

Among the five index:flood approaches of flood quantile predictions . {he L·

moment method remained in between the other three index: floodapproach es

(Dalrymple. NERC and staticr year).

The predictions of floodquantiles based on the rOH (1983) for the entire five

ungauged sites were also higher compared with the methods that were used

in this study.

The predictio ns of flood quaruiles based on the regression method provided

lower predictions of flood quantilcs in general.
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Table 5.17: Comparison of at-site 1100dquanutcs (Q r) I'm 11l1g'\lI[.:~d Silt: \11'uw T ri\);\
River at Gunung Kong

Estimated at-site Flood quamiks. Q \
T Y

NERC(yrs) vari at Dalrymple P\VM s f Statio n IOH kc-r cssion
l-Mom~nl Year ll~lU)

2 0.367 454.87 ·~5 5. J5 ~S2 .98 ~S4 .40 .\Il LS5 ..90 .5"
5 1.500 576.05 557.11 56:2.56 559.95 591..17 5.1.1 .7~

W 2.250 656.51 624.80 635,07 629.53 710.77 600 .m~

20 2.970 733.19 689.65 7~.70 696.7." H44.23 1'0.\0.5.\
50 3.902 833.07 773.43 794.77 783..n 1053.24- .lHl.flh

100 4.600 907.85 836.38 862.27 848.21 12·0. 31 n ux
200 5.296 982.17 898.86 929.53 9 1.\.116 1459.10 75J.lt2

1..00 ,-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
TripI Rlu r I I Ol,lnl,lng Kong

1200

~1000

.§ 800

o 600

400

~
..

~" • . c

200 ,
"

2 a 4
v » - Ln '- Ln(1 -lIT))

-0 - PWM/L-Mnt ,

-'r- Sla . V.I '

IOH !1( 83)

o RI\t r, ..lon

Figure 5.9: Comparison of at-site floodquantile estimates of ungauged site for the
Tripa River at Gunung Kong
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SA Summary

From the comparison or estimated flood quantiles for both gauged and ungauged

~llC ~ the following points are emphasized. All five index.1100dapproaches (Dalrymple

(19601. NERC. PW/"b / L·moments and station year) yielded similar flood magnitudes.

The IOH (1983, Hood estimations were higher compared with the current study. fo r all

the sites that were rested. For most ungauged sites, the regress ion approach resulted in

lower Hood estimates. The Hood predictions based on at-site data are inconsistent

compared with the index flood approaches and regression approach for most gauged sites.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions

From the findings presented in this thesis the following conclusions call be drawn.

I) From the di scordancy measure (Table 4 .2), the nine gau!,:cu catchments Ihilt

were used in the study showed no unusual sites within the region. Therefore,

the principal rivers in Aceh Province have some degree of h Ol1ln~c nl'iI Y in

terms of flood now distribution within the region.

2) At-site flood quantile estimations Crable 4.4 ) were based on the best til

distrib ution at each site. In general, the EV I . LN2, GEV and J.NJ

distributions were the order of best iii distributions, respectively based on .1\ 

site analysi s. Using Lmoment diagrams the GEV was the selected

distribution in the regional context. The shape parameter, k of the <iI;V

distribution was found to be nOI significantly different from zero. Thus thc

EV\ distribution was the regional distribution used in the study.
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lhe approximate regional quantifcs x -de rived by the Index tlood approaches

r'rabtc 5.5, were similar for all approaches. The L-moments method nhe

linear combination of the PWMs method ). however . was the best

cnmp rumise fo r regional flood frequency estimat ions.

4) The results of the multiple regression analysis (Table 5.15 ) showed that the

significant catchment characteristics were drainage area (Area) and channel

slope (SIMS) for the prediction of flood quantile magnitudes for all return

periods for the multiple regression approach and for Q for the index tlood

methods.

51 l'hc Ilood quantile estimates at gauged sites based on at-site analysis

technique resulted in inconsistent flood quantile pred ictions compared with

the regiona l index flood approaches.

6) The tlood estimates for both gauged and ungauged catchments based on the

study by the IOH (1983) tended to over-estimate flood magnitudes .

particularly in high rerum periods (probably due to the fact that a different

data base was used for the 10 H study).

7) The estimates of flood quantiles based on the regression approach gave lower

estimates for both gauged and ungauged catchments compared with any of the

index tlood approaches.
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Recommendations

I) The t. -momcnt index n(llx! method is recommended tor n:gi'll1,ll 111 11111

frequencyanalysis in Acch. The method is simple 111 apply lor hOlhgallgl',l

and ungaugcd catchments .

~l The mean annual maximum Ilrll'lll at unpug.cd sites can h~' eMim,l t l'l l u~i l lg

multiple regression analysis with the drainage area and the ch.mnc! slPlll' .t~

independent variables.

J) The regional inde: flood appro aches and the regional multiple rcgrl'SSltl11

approach should be updated annually using new observations uf now , alill

taking into account changinz basin characteristics.

-I.) Development of water resources. particuiarly i iI the dtll1l"ills of irrig,uillll,

river improvement and flood control, municipal and industrial water IISC ;1I1I!

hydroelectric projects has the potential for greater future dcvclnpmCnl ill rhi,

region. Improving the hydrologic data base is cssenti<tj III ensure th;ll the

best development decisions arc made. The principal requirements are:

continued high quality monitoring of datu,

addition of streamflow measurement sites, and

establishment of hydrological networks.

5) With increasing number of gauged sites on the western xide of Aceh

Province, the Aceh region may be delineated as two hydrological regiwls ill

future studies.
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Appendix - A

AI-site flood quantile pred ictjons (or gaugt-'d sites

The appe ndix gives the results of the estimated at-site floud qua ntilcs. T he n:sults

were compared 10 each other based on the at-sue analysis, the live il1llc~ llond

approach es (Dalry mple. NERC. PMWs . Station year . L·momcnls) . Ihe multifile

regress ion approach and Ihe set of a study by the IOH (19831. The flnut! tjll~tn llll"

magnitudes that were deri ved were then plotted and presented for the nine g.UI!.:L'tI sill'S

thai were used in the analys is. These nine gauged sites are Ihe Krueng Ace h River at

Kampung Darang. the Lambeusoi Rive: ar Sango . the Seunegan River at Ujung mimg.

lhe Kluet River at Gunung Pudung, the Lawe Alas River at Sukarim bun, Ihe Bam River

at Klibeut. the Peusengan River at Benkah , Jambu Ayc River at Look Nibo ng f "-.....

Sectio n 5.3.1 . Table 5. 16 and Figur e 5. 8) and the Tamiang River at Kuala Stmpang.
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Append ix - B

6.ei lC Of!!!!1U!ia mjle pred ictjons for " " gallged sites .

The appendi xgives the results of the at-site e stimated floodquant iles. The results

were compared 10 each other based on the live index flood approaches (Dalry mple.

NEJ{C'. PMWs. Station year, L-moments) , the multiple regression approach and the

previous study b y the IO H (1983). The tlood quant ile mag nitudes derived were plotted

and prcscr ncd fo r tile four ungauged sitesthat were not usedin me analysis. Those five

ungaogcd siresa re theTeunom River at Tuwi Kareuog, the w oyla River at Manu Tukut,

the Tripa River at GUDung Kong (see Section 5.3 .2 . Table 5. 17 and Figure 5.9), the

Susoh River at KOla Tingg i and the Peurc lak Rive r at Peurelak .
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Appendix - C

The appendix gives the annual maximum of 11000 flo w data ofthe Acch Province

region. These nine sites of tlood flows along with their b asin cha rudcrisrics were uscd

in the study. These fl ood now records are presented in the following tab les
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Table C-I : Annual maximum llood used for the nine rivers in Aceh Province

! Site I: Aceh River Sile 2: lambeusoi River Site J : Seunegan River
at Kpc Darang at Sango at Ujung Blang

I
Elevation == 22 m Elevation e 12 m Elevatioo "'" 93 m

y= Flood now Yw Flood now y= Flood Ilo.>w
mJ/s ml/s mJ/s

1976 290 1m 230 ' 981 185. 1
1977 352 1978 909 1982 161.0
1978 303 1979 m 1983 162.3
1980 188 1980 SIS 1984 194.0
1981 122 1981 323 .985 202.0
1982 226 1982 834 1986 210.0
1983 5.9 1983 32\ 1989 170.0
1984 294 19M 491

I
1985 250 1985 803
1986 247 1986 620
19!'!7 351 1987 438

1989 545

S ite ~ : Kluel River Sile S: Lawe Alas River Site 6: Bato River
at G. Pudung at Sukarimbun at Kp. Klibeut

Elevation == 22 m Elevation == 430 m Blevatione 19 m

Yea r Flood now Flood flow y= Flood now
m'/s mJ/s ""s

1981 545 1980 267 1972 46.0
1982 366 1981 297 1973 89.4
1983 409 1982 326 1974 113.0
19'" 296 1983 326 1975 115.0
1985 481 1984 227 1976 96.3
1986 663 1985 231 1977 74,4

1986 251 1978 70.2
1987 269 1979 70.9

1980 60.0
1981 62.5
1982 69.6
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Table 5.30 Comparisonof pcakflowsobtainedusing the: two modellingtechniques

withobserved peakflows.

Observed Estima ted Elilirt..llc:d
pcakffow peakflow pcaktl ow

No. based on % Error based U II ~ Erro r
Regression (ml/s) TH (III lI s)

(m)/s) model (11I )/5)
(m]/s)

I 2 3 4 5 r,

I 95.6 1l9 .5 45.9 112.02 17.1

2 193.1 202.4 4.8 226 .54 17. 3

3 197.2 220.3 11.7 229 .01 I (t.!

4 261. 1 411.3 57.5 285.55 I)A

5 275.5 315. 9 14.7 304 .91 1lI.7

6 284.6 503.7 76.9 4UI .1JIJ 41. 2

7 290.7 170 . 1 -41.5 334.4 IS

8 300.4 417.2 38.9 373.15 24.2

9 334.7 549.9 64.3 345 .61 3.2

10 339.4 500.4 47.4 327.(,2 3.4

II 356.3 546 .5 53.3 J69.87 3.8

12 461.5 685 .3 48.5 514.47 11.5

13 764.4 851. 1 11.3 741 .7'1 2.7

14 803.2 741.7 7.6 773.63 3.7

IS 824.3 924.9 12.2 778 .16 5.6

16 831.2 749 .9 9.8 80RA9 2.7
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